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From the Committee…
by Stephen Daglish, Guild Vice-Chairman
“No one can do everything...but everyone can
do something”

A

n old saying that perhaps sums up the spirit of
volunteering.

The Guild is run entirely by volunteers – and it is that
time of year when we ask members if they can help the Guild
by putting their names forward to help by volunteering to
stand as Committee members, or as one of the many postholders who help the Guild to thrive, or to help with Guild
projects and activities.
With the Journal you will find nomination forms for Committee
and Post-holders and a form for other volunteer activities.

Committee

Family History Societies in the UK and elsewhere are finding
it increasingly difficult to fill key posts in their organisations.
The Guild has up to now been fortunate in finding members
willing to offer their time – but we should not be complacent.

contact Paul Howes or myself. Contact details can be found at
the front of the magazine.

Post-holders

If joining the Committee is not for you, then maybe you can
help with one of the other post-holder positions - the positions that really make the Guild tick.
Please don’t be put off if the post you are interested in is currently filled. The current post holder may be standing down or
looking to take up another position, or may welcome assistance
in the current role. We are keen for posts to be “shadowed”
wherever this is appropriate, which can help with covering for
absence, continuity and so on.
Forms should be returned to the Secretary (Julie Goucher) by
20 March 2018.

Volunteers

We also need members who can help with supporting Guild
activities. These include:

This year we know that we need to find some new members
who are willing to serve on the Guild Committee. Paul Howes
announced last year that he is standing down both as Chairman
and from the Committee at the AGM in March. In addition, we
are currently running with eight members, one less than the
full complement of nine.

•

projects, such as the Members Website Project, Marriage
Challenges, Indexes and Newswatch;

•

Guild stands at events;

•

Seminars and conferences;

Our wish would be to have more than nine members put their
names forward, which would require an election to take place.
We believe that electors usually make good choices (though
some might disagree!). Can you please help make our dream
come true?

•

Scanning material for the Guild archives.

Committee meetings are usually held in London, except for
one meeting held at the annual Conference. The current venue
is The Crosse Keys pub in Gracechurch Street. For those who
cannot get to London, it is possible to attend Committee meetings online.
Nominations can be made by post using the enclosed form, or
by email – for details of the email procedure please see Section
C of the Rules & Procedures document:
http://one-name.org/members/RulesAndProcedures.pdf
All nominations must be received by the Returning Officer
(Peter Hagger) by 23 January 2018.
If you feel you might be able to help but are not sure, or would
like some more information about what is involved, please
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If you have other skills that may be useful, please do let us
know.
The Guild will be celebrating its fortieth anniversary in 2019.
This will be an opportunity to look back at where the Guild
has come from, what has changed and what has stayed the
same for the Guild and its members, and also a chance to
take a look into our crystal ball to see what may be waiting in
the future. We look forward to as many members as possible
getting involved.

Change in voting arrangements for Committee
and Annual General Meeting

You may have read in a recent Chairman’s Newsletter that,
following the discussion at the Special General Meeting
(SGM), some changes have been made to allow members who
will not be attending the AGM to vote on those agenda items
requiring a vote. This brings the Guild into line with other
organisations – but has caused some administrative changes.
The key dates for voting will be:
Journal of One-Name Studies, January-March 2018

•

If there is a need for an election for Committee (with
more than nine candidates standing), this will take place
in February.

•

Votes for AGM Agenda items (referred to as Motions), to
take place in March, after the conclusion of the Committee election - if this takes place.

The minutes of the 2017 AGM and SGM, together with the
Trustees’ annual report and accounts, will be available online
for review and comment before voting begins. We will provide
details of dates for each step nearer the time.

Website problems

Many members will have noticed some problems with part
of the Guild website towards the end of October, with some
functions being temporarily unavailable. We would like to
apologise to any members who were inconvenienced by this
and thank you for your patience and understanding. The
problem was caused by an update made by our Internet Service Provider (ISP) and we would thank the web team for
their work to analyse the problem and to get the website up
and running again.
We would like to wish all of our members a very happy New
Year. n

Marriage Challenge Update
by Peter Copsey MCG
(Marriage Challenge Coordinator, Member 1522)

I

am pleased to announce two new Challenges to begin in the
coming months – see table below.

In the last Update I gave a list of post-1837 Anglican marriage
record collections that can be found on Ancestry, FindmyPast
and other online providers. Some of you have emailed me
to notify of other counties in England where online records
are available. These are: on FindmyPast – North Yorkshire
and Lincolnshire; on Ancestry – Derbyshire and Middlesex.
There is a list on the Guild Wiki which gives information on
all parish records collections online here http://one-name.
org/wiki/guild-wiki/countries/sources-for-england-wales/
online-parish-register-sources-for-england-and-wales/
The Guild is always looking for Marriage Challengers. If you
live fairly close to a County Record Office and can afford to
spend some time there to help other Guild members with their
one-name studies by finding marriage entries, then becoming
a Challenger could be an option. Even if Ancestry, Findmypast
or FamilySearch have done some indexing for marriages in
a particular county, there is likely to be some parts of that
county or some period where a Challenge would be practicable.

I will give advice on what is needed and on any aspect of a
Challenge that is concerning you. Most Challengers find a
Challenge a rewarding and interesting experience. Why not
send me an email to marriage-challenge@one-name.org if
you think you can contribute?
The key in the last column is:
A. Requests must be sent using the standard “requests.xls.”
spreadsheet on the MC web-page (exceptions – those without
computer or without MS Excel);
B. Requests using the standard Excel template are much
preferred, but willing to accept other formats;
C. Requests sent in any form accepted.
Being a Challenger is rewarding and enjoyable and you will be
helping your fellow Guild members with their studies. You can
share the task with a friend or another Guild member. If you
think you could become a Challenger, I look forward to hearing
from you. Contact me, the Marriage Challenge Coordinator, on
marriage-challenge@one-name.org n

Registration District and Period

Request Deadline

Challenger

Challenger’s email

Key (see above)

Winchester 1837-1911

21 Jan 2018

Shirley Forster

elwick@one-name.org

C

Ampthill 1874-1911

30 Jan 2018

Rose Norton

bierton@one-name.org

B
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DNA for your ONS:
Maximize Your Recruiting Success
by Susan C. Meates MCG (DNA Advisor, Member 3710)

P

aid Test Kits

The most difficult part of a DNA project is recruiting
participants. It is easier if you can provide paid test
kits. Most people can’t do this. The Guild offers Y-DNA and
Autosomal DNA test kits from Family Tree DNA at a significant
savings. You or your participants can buy these kits. With a
lower price, it makes it easier to recruit. Information about
buying test kits from the Guild can be found here http://
one-name.org/DNA-kits-available-from-the-guild/
At £95.00 for a Y-DNA test kit for 37 markers, including
postage, it is possible for participants on a limited budget to
save £10 per month, and at the end of 10 months, they can buy
a test kit. As an alternative, often several members of a family
tree will contribute to fund the test kit for a male to represent
their family tree. This may take a little extra work on your
part, to find and arrange the donations to sponsor the test kit.
Unfortunately, if you use the donation system at Family Tree
DNA, which makes it easy to collect funds, those funds can’t
be used to purchase the test kits from the Guild. You would
need to buy direct from Family Tree DNA at project pricing,
plus shipping and handling, or wait for a sale. If those who
are sponsoring a test kit for a participant are all in the same
country, so we aren’t dealing with currency conversion
between two people, one could pay the other a portion of
the test kit price, and the second person places the order and
pays. If the sponsors are in your country, you can collect the
funds and place the order, and even contribute to the cost of
the kit, if you so desire.
The cost of a test kit can also be a smoke screen objection
by a participant, that is not a true objection but an excuse
to decline participation, when there is another reason, the
true objection. When a prospective participant says they can’t
participate due to the cost, then you can confirm his objection
by asking “If I am able to find sponsors to cover the cost of
testing, will you participate?” This will usually sort out those
where the cost is a true objection and those where it is a smoke
screen. You can move forward with those with a true objection
of cost and find sponsor(s). For the others, you will need to ask
more questions to find their objections. Once you find out the
true objection(s), you can then begin to overcome them.
We spend money on our one-name study, whether it is
certificates or access to subscription services, such as Ancestry
and Find My Past. DNA testing contributes information and we
may consider budgeting for funding some tests ourselves each
year.

Preparation for 2018 Recruiting Success

A new year is a terrific time to update the items related
to your DNA project. Here are seven suggestions that will
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improve your recruiting success. If you are pressed for time,
consider updating one item per month.

1. Add your DNA Project web site to the Guild
Online Register
I am always amazed when I find members DNA projects that
aren’t listed with the Guild. You are missing an opportunity
to promote your DNA project and recruit participants.
Use this link: http://one-name.org/change-your-study-details/
After you type or paste this link into your browser bar, you
will need to login, if you aren’t already logged into, the Guild
website. Then move down the page of your study properties,
until you see “DNA Project Component” Click the Yes radio dial.
Open another tab in your browser, and then go to your DNA
web site. Verify that the link starts like this: https://www.
familytreeDNA.com/public/ or https://www.familytreeDNA.
com/groups/
Copy the link to your DNA Project web site from your browser’s
address bar.
Back on the Guild webpage, on the next line after where you
said Yes for a DNA Project, paste in your DNA Project website
address that you copied into the box labeled “DNA Website”.
Then click the button “Submit”.

2. Guild Profile

Your Guild Profile is a terrific free tool to promote your
one-name study and DNA project. It provides you with a
web page, so those searching the Internet for one of your
registered surnames can find you and information about
your one-name study. A Guild Profile is easy to create, if you
don’t have one, and easy to update. Once a year, it is a good
idea to review what is there, and update it with information
learned or discoveries made since the last update
If you are unsure how to improve your Guild Profile, look
at other profiles to give you ideas.If you don’t have a Guild
Profile, visit the Members Room. You must have registered your
surname(s) to have a Guild Profile.

3. Others in the database at Family Tree DNA
and not in your project
It is a good idea to once a year check if there are others
in the database at Family Tree DNA who aren’t in your
project. Most of the time, you will find out that there are. Do
the steps below to find them, identify the quantity for each
surname, and send them an invite to join your project.
Journal of One-Name Studies, January-March 2018

In the past, the people in the database were mostly males.
These days, with the advent of the autosomal test Family
Finder, many females have tested. These females have value,
since they most likely have a living male in their tree with
the surname of interest: their husband, father or perhaps
brother.Therefore, the people tested in the database can be
either male or female. You can add these females to your DNA
project, or if you want to keep your DNA Project for Y-DNA only,
create a separate project for the females, and any male guests
with other surnames.
For example, with Ricketts there are 2 projects for results,
Ricketts and Ricketts-AllOthers.
Male Ricketts and variants are in the Ricketts project, and
Ricketts-AllOthers is primarily females who have taken mtDNA
or Family Finder, and a few males who are guests.
Another approach follows the same theme, though makes the
Surname-AllOthers or SurnameFF project invisible. Please
consult with the DNA Advisor on how to set up an invisible
auxiliary project.
In addition, some members have an auxiliary project,
especially an invisible one, to use Family Finder on their family
tree. Here are the steps to get persons who have tested and
are in the database to join your project:
First, check if there are persons in the Family Tree DNA
database who have tested with your surname or variants. Go
to the link below, search each surname in the box on the right
labeled Project Search, one at a time, and record the surname
and count for any that are found. If none are found, skip the
remainder of this step. Do not use the search at the top of
the page: http://www.familytreeDNA.com/surname-searchresults.aspx?
If you find any persons that have tested, email me the surname
and count for each, as well as a modified version of the email
below. (If there are already people in your project, subtract
the surname count in the project from the surname count of
those tested, to determine if there are additional people in the
main database. This has to be done for each surname.)
Below is a draft for an email to the person(s) in the main
database who have tested and are not in your project, to invite
them to join your project. Please modify this email as desired.
Then send the email to me, and I will have Family Tree DNA
send it to the appropriate persons in the main database. These
persons can be male or female. The females have value, since
they can be a source of a male to test, or a source of donations.
Hi
My name is xxxxxx and I am writing to invite you to join the
xxxxxx DNA Project. Joining the project costs nothing and
won’t involve you in anything further, though I can probably
provide you with information regarding your family tree. I have
been researching the history of the xxxxxx surname and its
variants since xxxx. Through my research I have been able to
build up several different family trees, some going back as far
as xxxx. If you can share some details of your family tree with
me, then it is likely that I will be able to fit you on to one of
the trees I have, which I will be happy to share with you, again
at no cost.
Journal of One-Name Studies, January-March 2018

To join, go to your Personal Page. Then, click “Join Projects”
in the menu, and follow the directions. Enter “xxxxxx” in the
search box that will come up on your screen. If you have any
questions please don’t hesitate to contact me. I do hope that
you will choose to join!
xxxxx
xxxxx@one-name.org

4. Update your DNA Project Profile

There are two searches at Family Tree DNA. One search finds
all the persons with a surname that is in someone’s tree. This
search is at the top of the home page. The other search is
down the home page, where it says “Search your Surname”.
This search identifies those with the surname tested, and
projects that include the surname.
You can access the surname search directly on this page.
Search in the box on the right under the words “Project
Search”: https://www.familytreeDNA.com/surname-searchresults.aspx? Your DNA project should come up on the results
page. Click on the Project. You have now landed at your DNA
Project Profile and can modify your DNA Project Profile. Log
into your Project, under Project Administration and select
Project Profile.
You need to use some simple html to control spacing on your
DNA Project Profile, else it will be one giant paragraph. For
those where the DNA Advisor set up your project, the html
is already there, and you can just copy <br><br> to make a
paragraph break. If you set up your own DNA Project, consider
adding <br><br> to your DNA Project Profile, to have paragraph
breaks. After you update your DNA Project Profile, be sure to
click Save at the top of the page, to save your changes. You can
then go see your DNA Project Profile to check your work using
the search link provided above.

5. Update your DNA Project website

To see your DNA project website, click on the website link
on your DNA Project Profile page that is shown to the public.
You can update your DNA project website by logging into your
project, under Project Administration, click Public Website. Be
sure to update the News page for any discoveries in the past
year, or since your last update. Review and update as required,
and be sure to click “Save Settings” at the top of the page.
You can then proof your updates by visiting the public pages
of your web site.
6. Update form recruiting emails and letters
It is a good idea to review and update your form emails
and letters you use for recruiting. The key to these
items is KIS – keep it simple. The term DNA scares people
and a scientific tutorial doesn’t help. Keep it simple by
showing them that a result is just 37 numbers, and contains no
personal information. You can also call it a harmless
genealogy DNA test. Sharing information on your discoveries
and success is also helpful.

7. Update your knowledge

Be sure to visit the DNA section at the Guild website. Over
200 print pages of education is available, as well as videos.
You must be logged in to see all the selections. Go to the
Guild website, login, and then click DNA under Resources in
the menu.
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Or use this link and then login http://one-name.org/
DNA-introduction/

that the open rate on direct mail has risen to over 90%, while
the open rate on emails has declined significantly.

Conclusion

Want to Get Started?

Recruiting requires preparation, persistence, patience, and
the proper tools. Updating items once year is helpful.
For successful recruiting, you also need to contact with those
with your registered surname and variants. If you haven’t
tried it before perhaps you can try direct mail in 2018. A
recent White Paper on direct mail marketing in the UK showed

When you are ready to add DNA to your one-name study, the
DNA Advisor is here to help, including setting up your project
with proven marketing material. Simply write to: DNA@onename.org. You will receive a completely setup project, that
you can modify, along with an easy to follow 20 step Getting
Started email and a sample recruiting email and letter. n

Letters LETTERS
to the Editor
Email: editor@one-name.org

D

ear Editor, I read with interest the article ‘Inheritance
of English Surnames by Sturges and Haggett, review
and explanations by Dr. J. S. Plant and Prof R. E. Plant’
on page 13 of the most recent Guild Journal (Vol 12 Issue 12
Oct-Dec 2017). The authors of this article may be interested
to read a similar article that I penned for the Guild Journal
earlier this year (Vol 12 Issue 9 Jan-Mar 2017), entitled ‘A
Computer Model for Estimating Surname Population Numbers’
because the two articles, though exploring roughly the same
subject matter, produce quite different conclusions.
If I understand correctly, in their article, Dr. J. S. Plant and
Prof R. E. Plant conclude that amongst a million simulated
surname lines, the largest number of male progeny in one
generation of a single male after approximately 480 years
was 290 (the median number only being 18) with the 290
representing a “one in a million shot”. In addition they state
that approximately 77% of lines had died out after 480 years.

According to both my simulations as detailed in my article and evidence from my own Anstey One Name Study, I
get much different figures (even though my study covered
a slightly shorter time period of 400 years, the results
should still be approximately comparable). I found that a
slightly higher percentage of lines died out (85%), but more
importantly, of the lines that did not die out, the average
number of male progeny in one generation after 400 years
was around 80: higher by a factor of more than four over the
findings of Dr. J. S. Plant and Prof R. E. Plant. Furthermore,
the largest number of male progeny of a single male after
approximately 400 years in one generation was around 600,
over twice the multiple of the figures found by Dr. J. S. Plant
and Prof R. E. Plant.
One might think that these figures are ‘approximately’ the
same, but they are not because one predicts that ‘extreme’
sub-branch sizes are much more common than the other does.
To take a real life example, my immediate Anstey ancestral
line (the South Gloucestershire Ansteys) began with a single
Anstey male in 1645. Research is still ongoing, but it is believed
that living today approximately twelve hundred Ansteys
are direct descendants of this gentleman, which equates
to around 200 males in the middle generation. Therefore
my own immediate Anstey ancestral sub-branch would be
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approaching the “one in a million shot” of the findings of Dr.
J. S. Plant and Prof R. E. Plant, whereas using my model, it
is merely ‘unusually large’.
I believe the reason for this discrepancy is quite simple.
In their model, Dr. J. S. Plant and Prof R. E. Plant are
attaching much too low a probability to extremely large
families with many sons. Again taking my immediate Anstey
ancestral line as an example, my ‘great x 2’ Anstey grandfather
had eight sons (six surviving to adulthood), my ‘great x 4’ Anstey grandfather had seven sons (and his brother had six sons);
indeed my father in law is one of eleven sons (nine surviving
to adulthood -though of course he is not an Anstey).
Dr. J. S. Plant and Prof R. E. Plant might like to look at the
Black-Scholes model for pricing volatility in financial markets,
which has exactly the same problem in that, untweaked, it
underprices the probability of extreme market movements
(synonymous with males occasionally having extremely large
numbers of sons). Tweaking their model in a similar manner
would give results much more in line with mine.
Of course, it could be that my immediate Anstey ancestral
line really is a “one in a million shot”, though I would be
mighty surprised, as my work on other Anstey sub-branches
shows quite similar results. n

Gary Anstey (Member 7086)
In response, Dr John Plant and Professor Richard Plant write:
It may be that Gary Anstey is onto something. In our
paper we assumed that the number of surviving sons in a
family followed a Poisson distribution whose mean was the
average growth rate of the English population over the years
between 1371 and 1851. We tried, perhaps unsuccessfully,
to emphasize that the model was intended for illustrative
purposes only, and that in earlier papers we had used more
realistic growth rates. In these earlier papers, we used more
precise parameters for the growth of the Plant family, based
on population statistics for Cheshire and Staffordshire. These
simulations indicated that the main line of the Plant family,
while surprisingly large, is not a “one in a million shot”.
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We also need to reemphasize that the whole purpose
of a Monte Carlo simulation is to explore the statistical
properties of a population. One must therefore base the
parameterization of the simulation on the observed
properties of that entire population, not on any
particular individual observation within it. This is why we
used the growth rate of the entire population, in our case the
population of the Cheshire-Staffordshire area.
When one studies data such as heights or test scores, one
assumes in the absence of other evidence that these data
follow a normal distribution. This is not always necessarily
true, as Mr. Anstey’s letter points out. More to the point,
the sort of count data that underlies our model, namely
the number of surviving sons born to a family, is commonly
modeled by a Poisson distribution. This can be justified on
theoretical grounds provided that the number of sons is
truly random. There are, however instances of count data
that are not Poisson distributed. For example, when wildlife
biologists carry out a census of an animal population by
region, they commonly find that population counts by region
do not follow the Poisson distribution; for example there
are more regions than predicted with no members of the
population, and more regions than predicted with higher
population counts. The reason for this is assumed to be that
the animals aggregate with other members of their species
and therefore their distribution is not purely random.
Although we did not mention it in our review, in their
original paper S&H also tested a distribution other than the
Poisson in their model. This distribution was based on data
published by M.J. Moroney and based on the number of sons
in a family who go on to marry. S&H found that the use of this
distribution did not make a substantial difference.

Guild
Conference
&
AGM

This does not mean, however, that Anstey’s comments do
not have value. We know of no direct empirical evidence
that would indicate that the number of surviving sons born
to English families, between the fourteenth and nineteenth
centuries, could not be modeled as random. Nevertheless,
maybe like the animal populations, there was some factor
that did in fact influence these families which we have not
taken into account. The mere fact that families such as the
Plants and Antseys exist may be taken as indirect evidence.
It would defeat our purpose to adjust the parameters of our
model to match what we observe in our own family; the
whole idea is to compare individual observations with those
of the group. However, there is a way of accomplishing this.
Technically, the nonrandom animal population data described
above is said to be “overdispersed,” and Antsey’s point, put
in these terms, is that the number of surviving sons born
to families may also be overdispersed. The way one models
a population that is overdispersed is to use a distribution
called the negative binomial in place of the Poisson. This we
can and will do. It will be very interesting to see the results.
The way science is advanced is through individuals who point
out inconsistencies in existing results, leading to further
exploration. Anstey has done so with our work, and for this
we are grateful. If in fact the revised model does a better
job of explaining the data than the current one then we will
have learned something. We will still have to justify why
English family sizes might have this overdispersion, but that
is for another day. n

Dr John S. Plant (Member 4890) and Prof Richard E.
Plant (Member 6100)

39th Annual Conference
“National Treasures”
Cedar Court Hotel, Denby Dale Road, Calder Grove,
Wakefield, WF4 3QZ
Friday 23 March – Sunday 25 March 2018

Could you be a Challenger?
The Guild is always looking for Marriage Challengers. If you live fairly close to a county record office and can afford to spend
some time there to help other Guild members with their one-name studies by finding marriage entries, then becoming a
Challenger could be an option.
Even if Ancestry, Findmypast, or FamilySearch have done some indexing, there are likely to be some parts of the county or
some period where a Challenge would still be practicable. You could do a Challenge with a friend or fellow Guild member; a
sense of camaraderie is easily achieved.
Peter Copsey MCG (Marriage Challenge Coordinator) will give advice on what is needed and on any aspect of a Challenge that
is concerning you. Most Challengers find the Challenge a rewarding and interesting experience. Why not send him an email
at marriage-challenge@one-name.org if you think you can contribute.
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How to Host a 600-Year Family
Reunion
by Philip Shaddock (Member 6968)

T

here was a family reunion of Shattockes in a restaurant
in Taunton, Somerset, England in May 2017. At the table
were my seventeenth cousins who had come from as far
away as Leicester to be with me. Afterwards we set out for
St. Mary Magdalene where my fourth great-grandparents were
married. Later we visited the church of St. John the Evangelist
where a memorial slab on the floor had us on our hands and
knees trying to decipher inscriptions scratched into stone four
to five hundred years earlier.

paternity with circumstantial evidence I needed the certainty
of DNA results to prove my case. I needed to close the gap
between Thomas Shaddock of western Ontario (whose
estimated birth date varies widely on different documents,
including his gravestone) and Thomas Mitchell Shaddock of
Burrington, Devon (born in 1834).
So I turned to DNA testing. Testing my own DNA would
produce a string of numbers arranged in a spreadsheet that
meant nothing in themselves.
It is only when my results were compared to my candidate
cousins that those numbers became meaningful. This is the
solid basis for DNA mutational analysis. If I share one or more
rare mutations with another person, I almost certainly descend
from a common ancestor.

From Left: Deanna Wallis, John Shattock, Mike Shattock and Valerie
Lepage reading and transcribing a memorial inscription on the floor
of St. John’s.

There is no paper trail back to our common ancestor who
lived at the turn of the fourteenth century. It is DNA research
that reunited me with my very long-lost cousins. Without the
social media tools of the internet I would not have been able to
generate the DNA results I needed to find our shared ancestors.
I’ll explain why.
DNA is considered to be a validation tool for genealogical
research. I think of it as a bridge. My own connection to my
English ancestor needed a bridge. I was missing documentation
that linked my English-born Canadian ancestor to his English
forefathers. After considerable research I found a candidate in
the church parish records of a tiny village in Devon, Burrington,
but the case was shaky. Like a trial lawyer trying to prove

I have excerpted 13 genetic markers (DYS437, DYS448 etc.)
from the spreadsheet I maintain for illustration purposes.
(Technically the mutations are called STRs or Short Tandem
Repeats, repetitive genetic code represented by numbers that
count the number of repeats.) The spreadsheet actually has
over 250 columns of genetic markers. Genetic markers are
known locations on the male Y chromosome that are used
for genealogical testing. Y chromosome testing (YDNA) is the
preferred tool for surname studies because the chromosome
is passed on to sons and not daughters. It is a record of what
mutations accumulated in the Y chromosome since genetic
Adam.
The principle behind genealogical testing using the Y
chromosome is very simple. If a mutation occurs in a genetic
marker it will be passed on to the sons. This fact allows us
to assume that all three Shaddocks are descended from a
common ancestor who had the DYS756=18 and the double
marker CDY = 35 38 mutations. That is three different rare
mutations. It allows us to create a tree diagramming the
relationships.
In this simplified case the markers DYS576=18 and CDY = 35
38 identify a common ancestor for all three people being
compared. The markers DYS448 and DYS449 show that the
branch split into two separate paternal lineages. My close
cousin and I have a common ancestor more recent than the

A spreadsheet of DNA results. The top row gives the standard names of physical locations of genetic markers on the Y chromosome. The numbers
in the columns underneath are the values found at each of those locations. My results are the middle row (15, 19, 29, …). Above are the results
of a close relative, identical to mine. Below are the results of a much more distant cousin. His DYS448 and DYS449 genetic markers differ in their
tested values.
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common ancestor we
share with our more
distant cousin.
The
diagram
is
a
phylogenetic
tree
showing
how
the
family branched over
time.
Branches
are
defined by mutations.
You only need one
mutation to define a new
branch. For this type of
mutation (STR), two or three mutations defining a new branch
increases the confidence level in the analysis.
In order to verify that I had correctly identified the birthplace
and identity of my ancestor in England, I reached out to three
fourth cousins to have their DNA tested, David Shaddock, David
Shaddick and Cliff Shaddock. They all descend from a common
ancestor, William Shaddock (1766-1856), who founded the line
in Burrington. But they descend from different sons of William.
The phylogenetic tree I created out of the results mirrored the
genealogical tree I had built from the analysis of documents.
My three cousins derived from genealogical research were
exactly where they should be in the phylogenetic tree.
This example illustrates an important principle. You actually
do not need genealogical information to build a family tree.
The human family trees found at www.yfull.com, www.ytree.
net, and www.familytreedna.com are built entirely without
reference to genealogical information.
The tree I have built at the family website,
www.shaddock.ca,
includes
annotations
from
genealogical research, but the skeleton of the tree is
solidly based on phylogenetic trees found at the three genetic
genealogy sites, Yfull, Ytree and FTDNA. This means that DNA
mutational analysis is not simply for me a validation tool. It
is the backbone of my research into my ancestral roots. My
genealogical research is the flesh on that skeleton of DNA
research. Without that skeleton I would have never discovered
the common ancestor that brought me and my seventeenth
cousins together in Taunton. My search would have been a
pile of branches strung together with suppositions based on
the similarity of surnames: Shattuck, Shattocke, Shaddock,
Shaddick, Shadduck and Shadwick.
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If you search the internet for the surname Shaddock you
will see that it is often said to share the same etymological
root as Chaddock, a “C” at the beginning rather than an “S.”
Indeed you find that the name has been used interchangeably
in the historical records, especially in North America. Even the
current edition of the Oxford Dictionary of Family Names in
Britain and Ireland lists Chaddock as sharing a possible common
root with Shaddock. However this appears to be unsupported
by the DNA evidence and the second edition will be corrected.
The evidence shows that the descendants of these two family
names do not share a common ancestor for at least 6300 years.
That was a very long time before surnames were adopted after
the Normans brought the practice to England, after 1066.
DNA testing can quickly disambiguate these tangles found in
family trees. It can also point genealogical research in the right
direction and provide a bridge over trails that have hit brick
walls. This becomes vital when the records that traditional
genealogy rely on begin to fade and disappear. Many North
Americans lose the paper trail around 1800. Many Englishborn genealogists lose the paper trail by 1538 when the first
parish records were mandated. Research may hit a brick wall
when an ancestor’s parent cannot be found because of an
NPE (non-parental event), like a change of surname due to an
adoption or a missing or mistaken record. The spreadsheet of
Shattocke DNA results I maintain is organised around the same
principle as the phylogenetic tree. There are sixty-four of
my near and distant relatives who have tested. They fall into
six main branches of the family and many sub-branches. At
the point when somebody joins our project and tests his DNA
I can usually tell right away which sub-branch of the family
they belong to. Each sub-branch has what I call its signature
markers, those markers that are only shared among the
members of a sub-branch. (The sample from the spreadsheet
you see above has a signature marker DYS576=18, color coded
in green, that is shared among the sub-branch of the family tree that I and my close cousins belong to.) The family
spreadsheet has become a powerful tool for people pursuing
their ancestors on paper because it automatically eliminates
a lot of false lines of descent and usually narrows down the
geographical area where the ancestor is found.
A case in point is the birthplace of the pilgrim founder
of Shattucks in America. The family genealogist Lemuel
Shattuck (1793-1859), who wrote Memorials of the
Descendants of William Shattuck (Boston, 1855) never did find
the birthplace of his ancestor William Shattuck (1622-1672) in
England. Part of the reason is because he thought
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Chaddock and Shattock shared a common etymological root.
Chaddocks trace back to in the north of England, particularly
in Lancashire, while Shattocks are found almost exclusively
in west Somerset in the early seventeenth century when
William Shattuck made his pilgrimage to New England. DNA
testing of Shattockes and Chaddocks ruled out the northern
departure point. The definitive link to west Somerset came
back with the test results of a living Australian Shattock
descendant who shared a rare mutation with Shattucks in
America, the Y19751 SNP mutation. This led to a focus on
genealogical research in west Somerset. My seventeenth
cousin John Shattock, who I had my 600-year old family
reunion with, found the baptismal record for William
Shattuck, dated 16 March, 1672 in Stogumber in west Somerset.
It would not have been possible to bring the research I have
conducted into the present state of fruition without the help
of other family researchers. The same is true in developing
the DNA spreadsheet I use to build the family tree. The more
people that are tested the more detailed and accurate the tree
becomes. This is why I built a website, created a Shattocke
DNA Facebook page, created an email mailing list, opened
an Instagram account for pictures and a Pinterest account
for pictures, all pointing back to the website, which has a
contact page. I write a blog on the www.shaddock.ca
website for people not on Facebook. All these apps point
to the website where the research is published. And I use a
narrative approach to engage my audience and make the
dry facts of the research palatable. I even name the trees I
maintain on Ancestry.com after the address of the website.
The master tree is called “www.shaddock.ca master tree”.
This is to drive as much traffic to the site as possible, since the
more traffic and links to my site, the higher my site is ranked
on Google and the other search engines.
I include the family tree on the site, distributed among the
different branches and sub-branches in text form. This means
that somebody searching the internet for a specific ancestor
by name is likely to find their way to shaddock.ca where they
are invited to join the Facebook group or sign onto the mailing
list. Between the Facebook page and the mailing list there are
about 260 people who follow the research. That is the base
community that I appeal to when I am looking for specific
people to DNA test. The value of the DNA research depends on
the number of people tested. Social media and the narrative
of the family history on the website creates the community
from which I draw candidates for the DNA tests. The story is in
the numbers.
There is another extremely rare mutation shared by
descendants in all six branches of the family. It is called
Y16884 and was discovered through an advanced form of
YDNA testing called Big Y by FTDNA and more generically NGS
(Next Generation Sequencing). It also studies a different type

of Y chromosome mutation called an SNP (Single Nucleotide
Polymorphism). Analysis of NGS results identified the common
ancestor of the six branches of the family and an algorithm
designed by YFull actually gives us an approximate date when
he lived, about 1400 A.D. Without this advanced form of
YDNA testing the six branches of the family could not be tied
together. Thirty-five of the sixty-four people who have done
YDNA testing have done this form of advanced testing. Since
YFull’s algorithm finds the date for the common ancestor by
averaging the age of the individual testers, the more people
who test the more accurate the YFull estimate for the age of
branches in the family becomes. and the more confidence we
have in the phylogenetic tree which supports the genealogical
research. This is extremely useful since there are no written
records of this ancestor and most likely never will be.
The YFull estimate also dates the founding of individual
branches. For example, there is a branch of the family with
the surnames Parrish and Byars (Byas or Byers). I discovered
this branch in my DNA results, not in genealogical records.
The descendants in the Parrish/Byars branch share an SNP
mutation called A8033 with an estimated date of AD 1600,
roughly coinciding with the founding of the Virginia colony
where most Parrish and Byars genealogical paper trails end.
This suggests a Shattocke NPE event that occurred in a
Shattocke immigrant to Virginia at its founding. This makes it
almost certain that the paternal line of descent originated in
west Somerset, not northern England where most Byars and
Parrishs are traditionally found. There are eleven Parrish and
Byars descendants who have done NGS testing, which increases
the accuracy of the estimated date for Y16884, the common
ancestor between the Parrish/Byars and the Shattockes.
While I have contacted individual Shattockes found on the
internet, increasingly new members of our community are
finding us through Facebook and Google searches. They
bring with them not only the record in their genes, but also
almost always the pictures, Family Bible records and other
genealogical records that fill out and extend the research I
have already done. They also bring with them family stories.
We are a community.
The 600-year family reunion of Shattockes was held at a
traditional English pub, The Swan, in Kingston St.
Mary just outside Taunton. Deanna Wallis, a Shattock
descendant, booked the venue and hosted the gathering. I
drank English beer and ate pasties. Stories were told. Jokes
were told. We were a family. n
Philip is studying the surname Shaddock with variants
Shaddick, Shadduck, Shattick, Shattock, Shattocke,
Shattuck and can be contacted at philip.shaddock@onename.org

Newswatch Project
Many of you will have benefitted from information gleaned under the Guild’s Newswatch project. The idea
of this project is that members volunteer to ‘adopt’ a local newspaper (purchased or freebie) by checking
it for Announcements (Births, Marriages and Deaths — ‘Hatches, Matches and Despatches’) concerning Guild
names, and sending the details to the relevant member. Please contact Jim Isard, newswatch@one-name.org, to
volunteer or for more information.
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Transported to America:
George Mewburn 1770
by Dr Ian Macdonald (Member 6027)

B

ackground

We are used to the idea of felons being transported to
Australia where they are celebrated as having played
an important role in settlement, starting in 1787 with the
First Fleet.
Before that we deported people to America, or at least to the
pre-united colonies we had there. Large numbers were sent,
but are less well-known. Americans prefer to celebrate the
more heroic exploits of the Jamestown settlers or those who
arrived on the Mayflower.

If you are looking for a possible convict sent to America (or the
Caribbean, because the 1718 act enabled that as a destination
too) the best sources, without wading through court records,
are in the remarkable work done by Peter Wilson Coldham
(1926-2012). He analysed many aspects of early migration to
America, using a great variety of public records, and published
his findings in some twenty-six books. He completely transformed understanding of convict transportation to America.
The books of most value when searching for a transportee are:
•

Complete Book of Emigrants in Bondage 1614-17753

There is an Act from 1597, in Elizabethan times, that
introduced the notion of banishment, but transportation only
began properly when authorised by James I in 1615. Around
2,300 convicts were shipped to America up until 1697 when
the colonial authorities finally refused to land them, largely
on the grounds of not wishing to pollute the population with
degraded undesirables (though the reality was that most were
ordinary people punished for fairly minor crimes). During that
early period, the shipping was in small batches negotiated on
merchantmen along with other goods. Wars around the turn
of the century enabled criminals to be pressed into service
rather than transported, but after about 1712 the need for
other ways of dealing with them returned, and shipping abroad
was re-established following Parliament’s passing of the
Transportation Act of 1718.

•

The King’s Passengers to Maryland and Virginia4

•

More Emigrants in Bondage 1614-17755

From that time until 1775, when the American Revolutionary
War brought it to an abrupt end, it is said that 52,200 were
transported to America (a curiously precise number, though
often quoted, despite the uncertain quality of many records).
These were from England, Wales and Ireland. The Act of
1718 did not, of course, apply in Scotland. However, Scottish
convicts were shipped (particularly prisoners from battle),
often being sent to England, but precise numbers are not
available. In this second phase, the government hired ships
specifically for transportation, thus obviating the need to
persuade merchant captains.

George Mewburn – transported in 1770

Various eighteenth and nineteenth century accounts and
histories downplayed the numbers transported and regularly
described them as political prisoners: a denial of reality to
enhance the wholesome origins of the USA. Thomas Jefferson
is said to be on record as having insisted that the number was
only 2,000.1 Latterly some clearer accounts began to emerge.2
It is the case that there are no straightforward records (neat lists)
for transportation to America. A mixture of sources, particularly
Assizes records, prison records, Royal pardons (death sentences
were commonly commuted to transportation) and newspaper
accounts are needed to piece together what happened.
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Eighteenth century transportation seems to have been more
acceptable than in in the seventeenth. Firstly the government
now commissioned dedicated shipments of prisoners. Then
the practice offered cheap labour, needed particularly
to handle the tobacco crops creating a booming demand
in Virginia and Maryland. The services of the transportees
during their sentence (typically seven years) had to be
purchased, but they were substantially less expensive
than taking on indentured servants (also for seven years),
and were only one third the price of slaves. For farmers
looking for exploitable labour they were a good deal.6

The first Mewburn known to have arrived in the Americas was
a transported felon. He crops up in assizes papers from 1770
held at The National Archives relating to the trial of Daniel
Unthank and George Mewburn.
The court papers, describing when Daniel and George decided
on villainy, are redolent of the times. First there is an account
from Thomas Scott, a yeoman of Shanton, about events on 24
November 1769:7
This informant saith… being at an alehouse kept by one
Mary Balmer within the Township of Hilton in the Riding
aforesaid in Company with one James Ingledue drinking
some ale, Daniel Unthank and George Moburn otherwise Mewburn came into the same room … and called
for some ale. – That this informant soon afterwards
having occasion to pay a reckoning took out his purse
in which was then Eight Guineas and a half in Gold and
one Crown piece and five or six shillings in silver, which
he believes the said Daniel Unthank & George Moburn
otherwise Mewburn or one of them then saw. – [they
all] continued in together some time in the same room,
the same evening, and played a few games of cards, and
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afterwards this Informant and [Unthank and Mewburn]
went to Bed, this Informant by himself in one bed, & the
said Daniel Unthank & George Moburn otherwise Mewburn together in another Bed, both the said Beds being
in one and the same Room. – That when this Informant went to Bed he had his said money in his Breeches
pocket which he laid under his head. – That the next
morning as he was going to Stokesley market he missed
all his said Money, his purse being in his pocket empty
It was certainly convivial at the alehouse, though the cosy
sleeping arrangements evidently posed particular risks,
especially when a deal of ale ensured sound sleep.
The second paper is an account of the confession made by
Unthank:8
[They] did on Saturday the ninth day of December instant stop a man upon the Highway near Shincliff in the
County of Durham and rob him of two Guineas and half a
Crown. – That same evening, and near the same place …
did stop a woman and rob her of thirteen pence and saith
that they gave the said woman three halfpence again.
– Also that they … did stop and rob a man of ten shillings on the highway … and also that about three weeks
since they … did rob, or pick the pocket of, a man at an
alehouse kept by one Mary Balmer
All in all, quite a spree demonstrating intent over a sustained
period, so it was hardly a surprise that they were convicted of
robbery and sentenced to transportation – or more accurately
sentenced to death then reprieved to transportation.
Coldham shows they eventually shipped from Bristol on the
Trotman, captained by Joseph Blickenden, and arrived at
Baltimore, Maryland in December 1770 where the record notes
that, from Yorkshire, the disposals included:9
Moburn, George: sold to ----Amos
Unthank, Daniel: sold to Aquila Price – recognizance
f.28 – runaway

Importantly, these prisoners were sold for the period of their
sentence, and no questions were likely to be asked about
their subsequent treatment at the hand of their masters.
What then happened to George is unknown; he has not been
found in online records. Unthank was listed as a runaway. That
was apparently common (but despite some claims, very few
managed to make it back to England).10 A change of identity
was not difficult at that time, however. It may be that George
did the same and vanished into the great American melting-pot.
Incidentally, Coldham also turned his attention to runaways.11
Even George’s prior identity is uncertain. He was said to come
from Skelton in the Cleveland area12 but no baptism has been
found. It is likely though that he was the son of John Mewburn
(1704) and Mary Fairfax, who are known to have had at least
four children at Skelton between 1742 and 1751. No other
Mewburn births are known from there around that time. John
was descended from John Mewburn and Averil who raised a
family in the mid-seventeenth century at Ormesby, alongside
the early major flourishing there of Cleveland Mewburns.

Other Mewburns and Meaburns in America

The Mewburn one-name study13 has identified only two other
Mewburns who went to America, and two Meaburns. None
were convicts, though one perhaps should have been, and
none established lines that continued. They were:

William Mewburn in 1788 – Virginia merchant

William Mewburn was born in 1764 at Eston, north Yorkshire to William Mewburn and Joanna Consett (of the Danby
line).14 He emigrated to the USA in 178815, the emigration
being noted in his father’s recently discovered diary.16
William became a successful merchant in Virginia importing
goods from England. A collection of his business letters is
held at the University of Virginia.17 In 1814, he married Sarah
Randolph at Powhattan,18 a reputed descendant of the native
American princess, Pocahontas. They had a son who died young
so the line went no further.

Simon Henry Tulip Mewburn between 1851-1860

Simon Henry Tulip Mewburn (1826) was a son of Tulip Mewburn, of the Acomb line, and Elizabeth Armstrong.19 He
married Isabella Bell in 1848 at
Newcastle,20 where in 1851 he was
living in Pandon Street and working
as a stonemason.21 They emigrated
between 1851 and 1860.
In the 1860 US Federal census there
is an English-born Simon Newburn
[a common mis-spelling], with his
wife Isabella, working as a master
mason in Merom, Sullivan, Indiana.22
He died in Cook County, Illinois in
January 187023 (Isabella died there
too in 1872). They had no children
so, once more, the USA failed to
benefit from Mewburn genes.

John James Meaburn about
1856

Possible origins for transportee George
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John James Meaburn (1816)24
emigrated from Hackney to
Tasmania in 1837.25 He later
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abandoned his family and moved to California apparently
just one step ahead of Tasmanian law, having seemingly been
involved in a banking fraud case. In California, he became
registered as a voter from 186826 and died at Sonoma in
1880.27 He is the ‘Richard’ Meaburn who appears in the 1870
Federal census in San Francisco as a cracker manufacturer.28
Descendants of John James remain in Tasmania.
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James Staniland Meaburn in 1876

James Staniland Meaburn was born in 1859,29 son of James
(1818), the younger brother of John James above. He arrived
at New York in 1876,30 but then went to California to join his
uncle in the San Francisco cracker business.31 He married but
had no children so, as far as is known, there are no Mewburns
or Meaburn in the USA.
Note. A family of Mewborns, originally from North Carolina, are
not known to be connected, or to have any demonstrable link,
to the UK Mewburns. n
Ian is studying the surnames Mewburn and Meaburn and
can be contacted at mewburn@one-name.org.
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West Country Wanderings Seminar
Teign Heritage Centre, Teignmouth, Devon
11 November 2017
by John Beckerleg (Member 7645)

A

lthough I am a new Guild member, when I saw the
theme for this seminar I simply had to go. I have only
recently returned to researching my family’s history,
but I know the early roots began in parishes to the west of
Penzance, Cornwall. They lived in a relatively small area until
about the mid-1800s when there was significant movement and
migration, not least to the United States. The families were
not wealthy; many were tin-miners or labourers.
So the seminar programme, exploring the events leading to the
movement of people and their families from the West Country
promised to help my understanding. I was not disappointed.

families happened over periods of time. This migration
resonated with my own research but it was fascinating to see
the scale of the movements more generally.
The motivations for migration were examined further in the
next session, with the enticing title “Farm, Fish, Faith or
Family: Motivations for Emigration from North Devon 18301870”. Janet Few explored the reasons why people moved
around the world, bringing it to life with many examples.
Janet enumerated several causes of migration:
•

Economic

Kim Baldacchino opened the morning with a talk on The
Cornish Diaspora. She set the context by explaining that
‘between 1861 and 1900, 44.8% of
Cornish males aged 15-24 had left for
America, a further 29.7% left for other
countries’. The statistics for females
were similarly stark.

•

Educational

•

Familial

•

Personal Choice

•

Religious

Exploring the reasons for this
population movement, Kim described
the development and decline of
mining in Cornwall, particularly
copper mining. She mentioned
that in the nineteenth century,
because of copper ore, Gwennap was
described as having the “richest square
mile anywhere on Earth”. I took the
Kim Baldacchino
opportunity the following day to visit
Gwennap pit to see the area she described for myself.

•

Political

•

Avoiding natural disasters

•

Forcible removal

The crisis in Cornish mining led to some migration within
England; a few people continued in mining in various areas
such as northern England but many changed their occupations
and did not return to mining. A large proportion emigrated to
various other countries such as the US, Australia and South
Africa to use their skills elsewhere. Kim was able to use her
own research to illustrate the way chain migration of whole

Dr Janet Few

and I began to see the benefits of trying to examine why
people might move as a way of guiding where to focus my own
research. Janet added to this with some suggestions about
what to consider in relation to people moving (including date,
new and previous locations, life stage, migration companions,
occupation and religion).
Janet’s presentations on various members of the Braund
or Bround family were quite inspirational and brought in
connections such as Faith and Fishing.
Because I am at an early stage of my explorations, I have
focussed on the development of a family tree for my
surname; thinking more about relationships than
individuals. The seminar broadened my thinking to
consider looking at the life-stories of particular Beckerlegs.
It also exemplified recurrent themes, such as religion or
occupations, which were relevant to my family since I have
already identified a strong Methodist connection.
One of Janet’s examples was the Braund family from the parish
of Black Torrington, Devon. That struck a particular chord; the
previous day I had discovered at the Devon Heritage Centre
that I might have a family link with that parish via a group of
Becalakes.
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Debbie Kennett

The
next
presentation
gave
another way of exploring how I might
establish links to possible ancestor
groups (particularly where there are
possible name variants that may or
may not be linked). Early in her talk
‘Tracing the Devon Diaspora though
DNA’ Debbie Kennett asked how many
people had taken a DNA test and there
was a significant proportion of the
audience who had. Perhaps I shouldn’t
have been surprised at that but it did
make me think that I would do the
same at some point to see if I can gain
a further insight into the origins and
related branches of the family.

It was clear from the presentation that the number of DNA
tests has increased very rapidly in recent years. Debbie was
able to advise on potential DNA testing providers as well as
setting out the support available via the Guild.
I am only beginning to understand the full benefit which can
be derived from DNA testing but Debbie helped me when she
illustrated the approach to clustering, DNA networking and
genetic communities to aid research. She gave some powerful
examples drawn from her own family research elsewhere, and
spoke about the expanding Devon DNA project.
One of the nice things about the seminar was the chance to
meet and talk to other people. I had met Julie Goucher the
previous evening when some Guild members had gathered
together for dinner. We had spoken about how to bring your
research to life by telling the stories of individuals. Julie’s
talk in the seminar, ‘Clockmaker, Ship Builder, Empire Maker:
A story of a Devon family’, was a fascinating description of the
lives of Benjamin and Charlotte Bowring. From humble beginnings the story evolved from initial clock-making into a major
shipping organisation. By the time Benjamin died in 1846 the
business he founded had spectacularly expanded to include
insurance and interests in coffee, fertilisers, food, chemical
and other commodities. It was also interesting to hear Julie
describe where her journey of discovery had taken her, the
people she had met and the relevant items of interest she had
acquired.

the opportunities which gave rise to
the migration to the United States.
I was impressed by the breadth and
depth of research which underpinned
Jane’s descriptions of the families,
where they went and why. This had
been systematically assembled from a
variety of sources but, when brought
together, gave an interesting picture
of families, settlements and transport
routes. It was an important lesson for
me in keeping accurate records.
I was really hopeful when I booked
the seminar that it would aid me Jane Ferentzi-Sheppard
in my own research and I was not
disappointed. I learned a lot from
the various presentations including the importance of
understanding the context which led to the ‘West Country
wanderings’. But I was also inspired to think more about
researching people - not just boxes on a family tree - and
gained a greater insight into the variety of tools and sources
which are available.
I was warmly welcomed and found it really helpful to explore
topics with other people at the seminar. That was invaluable.
I have only been able to summarise the content of the
seminar and I am sure I have not done justice to the
presenters. Fortunately the full presentations are available on
the guild website .
Finally I should add my thanks to the Guild for organising the
day and the programme. I will be back for more. n

John is studying the surname
Beckerleg with variants Beckaleg,
Beckerleck,Beckerlegg,Beckerlegge,
Bekeleg and can be contacted at
john.beckerleg@one-name.org

Jane Ferentzi-Sheppard continued the exploration of
migration in her presentation “The Quest for Land: West Dorset
Migration to the United States 1820 -1920”. She set the scene
by describing the land ownership in Dorset (which was and still
is concentrated in a few hands) and the population trends.
The presentation then considered the context at the time and
Journal of One-Name Studies, January-March 2018
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Thought about a One-Place Study?
by Kim Baldacchino (Member 5434)

G

iven the demands of a one-name study (ONS), you might be surprised to hear that dozens of your fellow Guild members
also find time for one-place studies (OPS). What are one-place studies and why might you want to consider a ‘double
dose’ of historical research? As food for thought, I recently asked some of these members if they might share their
views on one-place studies for one-namers.

What is a One-Place Study?

Guild membership makes it easy for us to understand what a one-name study is, even if the Guild’s definition allows for much
flexibility in how we approach our studies and what receives focus. For one-place studies, published definitions emphasise
different aspects but all are about studying a ‘place’ and all involve studying people. Like one-name studies, one-place
studies also allow for flexibility in approach and focus.
“A One-Place Study considers the people and
families in their physical and social context in any
location across the globe.”

“A one-place study concentrates on the history
of a place in relation to all those people who
have lived there through time.”

Society for One-Place Studies

Pharos One-Place Studies Course

The “advantage of placing a small community
under the microscope is that it becomes
possible to see and explore the complexity of social
interaction and social and economic processes.”

“One-place studies are a branch of family
history and/or local history with a focus on the
entire population of a single road, village or
community…”

Barry Reay, Microhistories

Wikipedia

Choosing your place

Defining your ‘place’ can be challenging but also enjoyable. Many Guild members have chosen one-place studies that relate
directly to their ONS but others have chosen where they currently live or something else entirely!
“OPS complements all facets of family history research and is useful to run hand in hand with an ONS if you have a particular place
where the surname is focussed or a place name that is the same as a surname.”
- Janet Few
“The one-place study grew out of the final project set on the Advanced One-name Studies course, which encouraged us to analyse
our research findings in greater depth.”
- Sue Mastel
“I have been intrigued by the history of Thorpe-le-Soken as a Huguenot chapel had been there and Sir William Gull (Queen
Victoria’s physician) has been bandied about as a Jack the Ripper suspect.”
- Jean-Marc Bazzoni

Even when you’ve decided on a place, then you have to think about the boundaries of the study in terms of both geography
and timeframe. This is where the time you have available is a key consideration and this is where there is great flexibility.
You might choose a county, town or parish, street or even just one house. You might choose to study the place for all time,
or a timeframe when records are readily accessible or a particular century or decade. The choices that people make
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can be quite creative and enable each researcher to
fine-tune the study to what really interests them.

Choosing your focus areas

OPSers then have the opportunity to choose what
they want to study about their ‘place’. The notion of
‘total history’ is not obligatory in a one-place study
although many researchers do try to find everything
they can about the history of their place. Even so,
everyone has to decide on their priority areas for
focus and people make very different choices.
I chose to study my own place throughout time but
each year seems to bring a new focus or ‘theme’,
such as a Communities of Dissent project currently
Choosing your boundaries, see Society for One-Place Studies for more ideas
underway with the Family and Community Historical Research Society (FACHRS) and Society for One-Place
Studies. Others have chosen to study occupations with
one researcher restricting their study to midwives only,
oral histories, folklore, crime and punishment, material
for compiling books on the local families and history, even
for informing books on research methods.

How might your ONS benefit from an OPS?

For those whose OPS and ONS are related, many
identified that the studies are enriching to each other.
Several mentioned a sense of ‘completeness’ and most
found that their increased awareness of the sources
available was beneficial to both types of study.
Choosing your themes

“My one-place study gives me the social history background I need to address the lives of the individuals in my one-name study. It
helps me understand where they came from, records help me learn where they migrated to, and if I did not have the one-place
study I would not have learned more about many in my one-name study as ‘people’ not just names and dates.”
- Tessa Keough
“To have done my surnames without including this entire area would have left my ONS unfinished. Also, the other side is true:
Without the OPS the ONS would not have been fulfilled.”
- Carolyn Dyess Bales

New or familiar skills?

The answer is both. Many members identified the need for good organisational skills and sound research methods for both
ONS and OPS, along with overlapping sources. Others felt that quite different skills were needed, in order to handle both
names and places.
Some of our Guild members are currently busy building an exciting new database called Name & Place to provide us a way
to store and relate all this information.
“I think the skills are the same. When searching out family you need to look sideways at the area they lived in to achieve
results. With a one name study you are looking at a ‘specific’ area to track down your ancestors. A one place study you are looking
at a ‘specific’ area to track down everything of the area.”
- Jennie Fairs
“Sticking power is the main one! And remembering to share the results with others.”
- Viv Dunstan
Name & Place “will ultimately have a great impact on how us One Namers and One Placers record, save and display our research.”
- Lorna Kinnaird
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Some ideas for getting started

•

Sketch a first description of your place. A place profile
is a similar concept to a name profile. Get an early feel
for population, geography, industry, religion and other
areas of interest. Just make it a sketch at this point
as this will evolve along with your own understanding.
However, when starting out, it can help you to attract
contacts and identify areas that need early attention.

•

What sources will you start with? Many of the sources
you use for your one-name study will be relevant but
you will find new sources as well, or at least sources
that take on increased importance. Now you have the
land, properties, local government, churches and other
institutions, places of work and a myriad of other local
information to investigate. If you are able to visit your
place, you will discover much ‘on the ground’ and are
likely to meet some helpful locals.

•

Get your geographic bearings. Maps are really central
to one-place studies. Take the time to find maps for
your timeframe of interest, or if for all time then look
for detailed older maps. Anything that shows streets,
buildings, houses and/or farms will become important.
Geography, transport systems and the surrounding area
will also feature in your study.

One-namers will know better than most about the
importance of getting organised from the beginning. Here
are some things you might want to think about.
•

Consider a bit of study or reading. As usual, Guild
members are here to help. Check out Janet’s book and
Celia’s course. Local and regional histories along with
directories are also a good starting point.

•

Who will participate? One-place studies are often
cooperative adventures.

•

Define your geographic boundaries. Think hard on this
one. It will drive your workload.

•

Set some goals and identify some key questions.
Consider which people to include, which events or topics
are of most interest and a starting timeframe.

•

What do you have to hand? Start with the familiar and
try something new when ready.

•

Size the effort. Is it manageable? Don’t overwhelm
yourself. You can always widen your focus later.

G

uild Master Craftsman

Members are invited each year to nominate those
members they consider are worthy to receive
Fellowship of the Guild (MCG). The award recognises
significant contribution to the running of the Guild or an
excellence in One-Name Studies.

Most of all, pick a place that really matters to you. n
“It’s just that the obsession is different - the place instead
of the surname!”
- Stephen Daglish

limit on the number of awards made: all entries that meet the
required standard are considered. All articles published in the
journal since the last award are automatically submitted for
consideration. If authors wish they may request their articles
not be included.
Submissions should be made direct to the panel at gaoe-panel@one-name.org by 18 January 2018.

The nomination should include a short description of why
the candidate deserves to be considered. There should be a
summary of the contribution that the individual has made to
either, promoting and understanding a one-name study or the
contribution made in supporting the Guild in an administrative
role.
Nominations can only be considered if the individual is a current
member of the Guild and self-nominations are not permitted.
Nominations should be sent to the Guild Secretary (see inside
front cover for address) or to secretary@one-name.org before
the closing date of 18 January 2018. The new MCGs will be
announced at the 2018 AGM in Wakefield on 24 March 2018.

Guild Awards of Excellence

By way of complementing the Guild Master Craftsman award
the Guild also acknowledges member contributions to OneName Study publications with the Guild Awards of Excellence.
Have you seen an excellent book, website, blog or
article which you think deserves an award? There is no
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Comries in Scotland
by Tony Wren (Member 7777)

T

he Scottish clan MacGregor waged war in the sixteenth
century against other clans, principally the Campbells
and the Drummonds, both of which had the ear of the
monarch of the time. After further trouble early in 1603,
James VI, in one of his last acts before assuming the English
throne, proclaimed that the name MacGregor was “altogidder
abolisheed” [sic].. The clan chief and eleven of his chieftains
were hanged in Edinburgh, and the remaining clan members
had to change their names or live as outlaws under sentence of
death. This proscription was revoked by Charles II because the
clan had fought against the Commonwealth, but subsequently
the clan supported the deposed James VII against the Glorious
Revolution, and the proscription was reintroduced by William
III. It was finally repealed in 1774.
Many former MacGregors adopted names from their maternal
side, or from other relatives. For example, Rob Roy, born in
1671, is introduced in the eponymous novel by Walter Scott as
“Mr. Campbell”; he had assumed his mother’s maiden name. It
would seem that many of those living in the parish of Comrie
in Strathearn in Perthshire simply adopted the name of their
home community.
The name of the village of Comrie is said to derive from
the Gaelic comh-ruith, or together running, as it lies at the
confluence of three rivers, the Earn, the Ruchill and the
Lednock. Comrie also lies on the Highland Boundary Fault, and
experiences more earth tremors than anywhere else in the UK.
Comrie was my mother’s maiden name, and she and her
brothers were well aware that their ancestral home was
Drummie Farm in the village of Fowlis Wester about twelve
miles east of Comrie. In fact, their grandfather, Alexander
Comrie, had been born on that farm in 1847. I now know that
Alexander’s grandparents, William Comrie (1763-1836) and
Janet McLachlan, had moved into the farm sometime between
1808 and 1810, William himself having been born to another
William Comrie and Margaret Roy in 1763 in the parish of
Comrie.
Drummie
Farm is still worked
by
my
Comrie
relatives, descendants of my 2 x
gt-grandfather.

The Parish Church of St. Bean,
Fowlis Wester, Perthshire
Image courtesy of Tony Wren

According to the
National Gazetteer
of Great Britain and
Ireland (1868) the
parish of Comrie
is about thirteen
miles in length, and
nine or ten miles in
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breadth. Many of the outlying habitations
of the parish were evacuated during the
Highland Clearances of the eighteenth
and nineteenth centuries. The population
of the parish in 1800 is said to have been
about 2,500. In the 2011 census it was
1,927.
Comrie parish birth records survive from
1693 onwards, but records from about
75% of all Scottish parishes actually
survive from earlier in the seventeenth
The grave of
century, and a few even from the William Comrie and
sixteenth. Forty-one births with the Janet McLachlan
surname Comrie are recorded elsewhere
Image courtesy of
in Scotland between 1636 and 1692,
Tony Wren
mainly in Edinburgh and Leith. It is worth
mentioning that records in these two burghs survive from the
end of the previous century, so it would appear that no-one
named Comrie was born in Edinburgh before 1636. Perhaps
no-one associated with the MacGregors felt safe in the capital
city before that date.
Statutory registration in Scotland started in 1855. In some
cases the registration districts coincided with the parishes, but
administrative convenience brought about changes in district
names and boundaries after 1855. The records of both parishes
and districts are kept at New Registrar House in Edinburgh,
and are available on the internet through ScotlandsPeople.
Searching the ScotlandsPeople indices is at present free, but
access to the actual document images is subject to a charge.
An important difference between the parish and district
indices is that those from the parishes give the fathers’ names,
and often the mothers’, while the district indices do not give
parents’ names. It is necessary to access the images at a cost
of approximately £1.50 each to obtain more information, or to
scan the marriage indices for clues.
Information on 2,815 Comrie births in Scotland between 1636
and 2017 has been extracted. These are summarised in the
Table, in which rows represent increasing distances from
Comrie, while columns represent succeeding periods of about
forty years each.
As the parishes and districts are sometimes quite large,
it should be noted that the distances quoted here are
actually from the parish church of Comrie to the parish church
or district centre elsewhere. Modern road distances have
been used, but of course migration in the past may have used
more winding tracks, or may have used shorter hill paths.
The periods fall naturally into three time zones: first recorded
Comrie surname (1636) to 1692; first record in Comrie (1693)
to 1854; first registration (1855) to 2017. The two longer
Top photo - Loch Turret, Crieff, Comrie © Pixabay
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Comrie births tabulated by distance from Comrie and time periods
Miles from
Comrie
0-5

1636-1692

1693-1732

1733-1772

1773-1812

1813-1854

1855-1894

1895-1934

1935-1974

1975-2017

0

129

134

132

63

30

17

5

0

Totals
510

6-15

0

7

9

49

78

72

58

26

11

310

16-25

1

0

15

31

42

62

51

69

60

331

26-35

0

2

17

5

10

51

119

99

75

378

36-45

2

11

6

22

29

68

102

53

72

365

46-55

0

11

18

8

31

69

108

128

85

458

56-65

38

10

12

10

35

44

45

21

19

234

66-75

0

0

3

0

16

18

21

16

1

75

76-100

0

0

1

0

0

14

22

19

10

66

101-125

0

0

0

3

0

6

12

10

17

48

126-150

0

1

0

0

2

8

15

7

2

35

Over 150

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

5

5

41

171

215

260

306

442

570

453

357

2815

Totals

periods have each been further divided into four ranges of
approximately forty years each.
We can see that in the first forty years of Comrie parish
records, 129 Comrie births were recorded within five miles
of Comrie, and only 42 elsewhere in Scotland. This strongly
indicates that the Comrie name did indeed originate as the
place of family residence. It is interesting that the parish
records in Comrie start only a few years after William III’s
reintroduction of the MacGregor proscription. But the
existence of the name in Edinburgh from 1636 implies that
many adopted the name after the earlier proscription of James
VI.
The nature of the communities within the various distances
from Comrie may be of interest. Within five miles there
are only two parishes, Comrie, and Monzievaird & Strowan;
records in Monzievaird started only in 1729. There is a
collection of rural parishes between six and fifteen miles,
as well as the small town of Crieff . Up to 25 miles we find
the cities of Perth and Stirling. The two ranges between 26
and 45 miles include much of the central Scottish industrial
belt. The next range,
up to 55 miles, includes
Glasgow
and
its
surrounding
towns.
Between 56 and 65 miles
lies Edinburgh, while
some of its hinterland is
further away. Only 10%
of all the Comrie births
in Scotland after 1974
were more than 65 miles
from Comrie, mainly in
and around Aberdeen,
on Clydeside, southeast
of Edinburgh or in the
border lands.

My great-grandparents Alexander Comrie
(1847-1913), Mary Paterson (1851-1930)
and six of their children including
(middle back) my grandfather.
Image courtesy of Tony Wren
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The
Table
clearly
indicates
a
gradual
drift from rural to
industrial and urban
areas, as would be
expected.
However,

the issue is somewhat confused by consolidation of districts.
For example, the Comrie district was abolished in 1968 and
subsumed within Crieff. The eleven Comrie births in the 6 to
15 mile range in the last period are all registered in Crieff;
several of them may actually have been in Comrie.
A form of the surname Comrie did exist before the
proscription, as is noted from marriage records showing three
women with the name Comry [sic] married in Perth in the years
1561, 1562 and 1579. Unfortunately these images do not show
the home parish of the brides, and it is of course possible that
they had simply said that they were “from Comry”.

Prominent Comries

Rev. William Comrie (1801-1884) was the eldest child of
the above William Comrie and Janet McLachlan. He was
educated at the University of St Andrews, became a
Presbyterian minister, and emigrated to New South Wales in
1840. Having failed to establish a church there, he sailed to
Auckland in 1842. His work there led to the foundation of St
Andrew’s Church in 1850. The church still exists.
The Very Rev. William James Comrie (1860-1945) was General
Treasurer of the Presbyterian Church of New Zealand from
1906 to 1928. He was the eldest son of James Comrie (18131881), who had followed his brother Rev. William Comrie to
Auckland in 1857.
The first bearer of the Comrie name of whom I became aware
outside my immediate family was when as a schoolboy in
the early 1950s I found in a bookshop a set of mathematical
tables compiled by an LJ Comrie. As this was my mother’s
name I bought these and used them in place of the tables
recommended by my school. I gradually came to learn more
and more about LJ Comrie, mainly through my professor from
my undergraduate days who had known him well.
Leslie John Comrie (1893-1950) is regarded as the father of
scientific computing. A grandson of the above James Comrie
through his youngest son John (1865-1948), Leslie studied in
what is now Auckland University, graduating in 1916. He was
severely injured in France during the First World War, after
which he settled in England. He was the first director of the
Computing Section of the British Astronomical Association,
Journal of One-Name Studies, January-March 2018

and became deputy superintendent of the Royal Greenwich
Observatory in 1926. He was the first person to use punched
cards for scientific computation, and published many books
of mathematical tables. In 1937 he founded the world’s
first private company for scientific computation. The
Computing Laboratory of the University of Auckland is named
in his honour.
John Dixon Comrie (1819-1901), the youngest son of William
and Janet McLachlan became a GP and surgeon in Peterhead. Several Scottish children born in the second half of the
nineteenth century have John Dixon Comrie as their three
given names, from which one can infer that he must have been
a much loved family doctor. His younger son, also John Dixon
Comrie (1875-1939) had a very distinguished medical career.
He worked in both Berlin and Vienna in the early twentieth
century. In 1909 he was appointed to a lectureship in the
History of Medicine in the University of Edinburgh.
During the First World War he served in France as
Lieutenant-Colonel of a large medical division in a general
hospital, and he accompanied the BEF to northern Russia
in 1919 as consulting physician. He later served in various
consultancy positions, as vice-president of the Royal College
of Physicians, Edinburgh, and as chairman of the Scottish
committee of the BMA. He was the founding editor of Black’s
Medical Dictionary, continuing for over thirty years, and was
still acknowledged as editor in editions nearly twenty years
after his death. He also wrote an 850-page History of Scottish
Medicine.

Chance Comrie acquaintances

I have only twice met anyone called Comrie who was not
a close relative. I worked for six months in the 1950s in an
insurance office in Edinburgh. The manager of the office was
known to all as Mr Comrie, but his staff referred to him as
Leslie behind his back. I now know that he was Thomas Leslie
McAra Comrie (1911-2004) who was descended from a John
Comrie and Jean Dow who were married in Crieff in 1806.
This could have been a son of the above William Comrie

O

ffers of Help
By Peter Copsey MCG – Librarian Team

Some members will have noticed that there is what
appears to be a new Guild Service on offer. “Offers of Help”
is not new; it is the “Random Acts of Genealogical Kindness”
(RAOGK) from the old website renamed and refocussed. It is
here: http://one-name.org/offers-of-help/
Looking down the list of what our members are offering, there
are a variety of offers of help; visits to a local Record Office
or repository to search for particular information, searching
through books, fiches and listings held at home, photographs
of headstones, providing local information.
Some items on the list are look-ups and I appreciate that there
is some overlap between “Offers of Help” and “Look-ups”. I
like to use the term “look-up” to mean that one can go directly
to information, perhaps via an index, rather than searching
through a document to find a reference which I prefer to call
a “search”.
The old RAOGK included not only members offering to help
but also members looking for help. The latter has now been
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and Margaret Roy who was born in 1779 in Monzievaird, but
there were five other John Comries born in or near Comrie
between 1776 and 1786.
The second of my chance acquaintances arose through my
position as a university teacher when by chance I was allocated
as a tutor to a Fiona Comrie in the early 1980s. It transpired
that she was the granddaughter of Leslie John Comrie through
his youngest son, Julian (b.1935). At that time I didn’t know of
their connection to my branch of the Comries, but have since
discovered that Fiona and I are both 3 x gt-grandchildren of
William (1763-1836).

Further afield

My formal research so far extends only within the bounds of
Scotland. I do know that there is a large number of Comries
in New Zealand. It will be interesting to find out whether
they are all descended from James (1813-1881) or whether
other Comries emigrated there. James’s brother William,
already mentioned, had no children.
In the 1970s I found the name Comrie in the
Johannesburg phone book, and dialled the number. I spoke to
a Mrs Comrie who told me that her son was an advocate in
Cape Town. I know that the name exists in Australia, Canada
and the USA. Having now tabulated Scottish Comrie births and
some marriages, I expect to complete my listing of Scottish
marriages in the near future, then to extend my work first to
England, then to the rest of the world.

In conclusion

A few years ago I wrote an article on the Comries for the
Tay Valley Family History Society. I have since added several
appendices to that, and I should be glad to send a copy to
anyone interested. n
Tony is studying the surname Comrie and its variant
Comry and can be contacted at comrie@one-name.org.

removed from “Offers of Help”. Any member who is looking
for help on a particular problem or wanting someone to visit a
Record Office to search for something should put their request
on the WebForum or Rootsweb Mailing List where it is likely to
be better noticed and more likely to succeed. Of course, the
member wanting help should check through the Offers of Help
first before asking – use the “find on this page” text search if
necessary.
Helping each other with problems is an important part of Guild
membership. If you believe you have something that could
help others please put your offer on “Offers of Help”. Make the
title as clear as possible using words that would be significant
in a text search. There is a link on the webpage to make it easy
to add further offers.
If you look at the entry near the end of the list of Offers you
will see my entry about marriages in Billericay Registration
District. I ask all other Marriage Challengers to add their Challenge to the list if you are willing to visit the RO from time to
time to search for new requests. Such offers are shown up on
the listing of past challenges but best to have the offer stated
in two places. The more we can offer, the more visible it is,
the better it is. n
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Guild of One-Name Studies
Surname Retreat
by Neville Bray (Member 5328)

T

he New South Wales (Australia) members of the
Guild of One Name Studies held a Surname retreat
for members at “Juniors on the Hawkesbury” Club
on the banks of the beautiful Hawkesbury River on 18 to 20
August 2017. About twenty-five members attended including a
number from interstate and one from New Zealand. The
catering and the venue were excellent and due to the time
of the year we were the only people in residence. A very full
and interesting program was prepared by Regional Rep. Karen
Rogers.
This commenced on Friday night with a presentation by Paul
Featherstone by Webinar from the UK. He gave a thorough
demonstration of one of the ways of setting up a member’s
website on the Guild site. This was using the Genealogy
program “The Next Generation” normally abbreviated to
TNG. This is a very comprehensive program with many options
and is capable of building an excellent web site in a variety
of styles and offers many advantages over others which come
packaged with various Family History programs. However it
is quite complex to set up and some knowledge of web site
coding would be an advantage so it is not really recommended
for beginners. It is intended that you would have another
program to keep your family history data in and then export
via Gedcom into TNG to create your website.
The first session on Saturday was a presentation by Martyn
Killion who spoke on the NSW State Archives website and how
we can find information that may be of interest to us. He
concentrated on three main features. 1. Scroll down the page.
2. Learn your A to Z and 3. Tabs (Tags).
His first piece of advice is to always scroll down the page you
are looking at (especially on the Home Page) because often
there will be other options or useful information lower down
the page which will direct you to the section you want.
Learn your A to Z. Click on the letter, to be given a listing of
information that the Archives has on each subject under that
letter, and to find the available on line indexes.
Tabs. While looking at a subject page there will be a number
of Tabs (Tags) on the left hand side and if you select the index
tab at the top you will have a listing of the indexes available on
this subject and where they may be accessed including links to
those that have been digitised and are now on line.
Searching: A Key Name Search will search across all indexes
and cover those that you may not normally consider. It is also
possible to search on a locality or occupation, a wild card is
also permitted.
The second session on Saturday was presented by Heather
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Title photo: Retreat attendees (this was taken after the close and a
couple of the members had left by this time).

Garnsey who spoke on the Society of Australian
Genealogists’ collection and how to access it. They have been
accumulating material since 1932 and are the oldest society
in Australia. Their material is now held in two sites: 379 Kent
St Sydney and Richmond Villa, 120 Kent St Sydney. There are
catalogue search facilities on the SAG website which may help
you find material on your person of interest and there is also a
separate manuscript and image collection index called MIDAS.
SAG has many cemetery records that were done some
time ago and may include headstones that are now
missing or unreadable. They also have transcripts of many NSW
parish registers so these may be worth checking if the NSW
Registrar entry has missing information. SAG does offer a
research service where they will find and extract information
from sources they hold but they do not deal with research
problems.
Jason Reeve from Ancestry presented the next talk
which covered a number of methods of accessing their
material. He suggests using the Card Catalogue to narrow the
search. Entering information in the boxes reduces the amount
of extra results. First looks, turn off family trees. You can
also restrict searches to a region, or can restrict to a type of
document such as a Census to reduce extra results. Wild card
searches are allowed, placing a * after some letters will give
all results with any spelling from that point on. Information
entered by members should remain available on the web site
even after an account is closed. You can join Ancestry and set
up an account for free to place your tree on line. This will
enable you to get full matches out of your DNA test but
naturally you will not be able to fully access documents
without a paid subscription.
This was followed by a workshop where members of the Guild
Of One Name Studies discussed their projects and the methods
they used to carry out and collate their research.
The final session on Saturday was presented by Maurice
Gleeson via Skype from the UK. His presentation was on
Y-DNA tests and surname projects. There are several articles
on the Guild website dealing with DNA research and Group
Administrator Pages (GAP). He discussed the STR
markers (Short Tandem Repeat) and SNP (Single Nucleotide
Polymorphism) which are the results obtained with a Y-DNA
test. This may help you prove or disprove relationships on the
male line, help you connect with relations on the direct male
line and determine your deeper clan origins.
Dealing with NPE’s (can be given as Non Parental Event or
sometimes given as Not the Parent Expected). There can be a
number of reasons why this occurs.
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into their system. Be aware that you may make some family
discoveries which may upset some people. This is not a magic
bullet for your research but it is another piece of evidence.
She suggested reaching out to close contacts with a brief note
with just a small amount of family information at first. She
then gave a brief description of some of the other companies
offering tests.
Our final presentation for the weekend was by Carol Baxter,
author and Fellow of the Society of Genealogists who spoke
about her book “Help! Why can’t I find my ancestors surname?”

Members at the presentation given by Heather Garnsey of SAG
(Society of Australian Genealogists)

1.

Cases where a family or a person has taken the mothers
name for various reasons

2.

Infidelity and adoption.

3.

Change of name for inheritance reasons, or to show
allegiance to a sponsor, or perhaps to a Step Parents name.

4.

Anglicisation of surnames on migration.

Be aware that inherited surnames have been in use for
a relatively short period of time (700 years or so) and that
virtually all men will receive distant matches to men with
other surnames. This does NOT necessarily mean that an
NPE has occurred but it is usually due to sharing a common
ancestor from before the adoption of surnames. When
placing men in a surname group it is important that they share
the same haplogroup, a close DNA result, and the same (or a
variant) surname.
The first session on Sunday was presented by Helen Smith
with a discussion on Find My Past. She covered some of
their material and how to search for those records using the
A to Z category search. One of the items in their collection
she covered in detail was the 1939 register of England and
Wales which was created for the issue of Ration and Identity
cards. Some names are currently obscured but more are being
released each week. Extra information may be available so
scroll around to find this. You should always check both Find
My Past and Ancestry when looking for information because
each has made their own deals with authorities for datasets.
They now have the British Newspaper Archives but it is better
to search the BNA then read the article on FMP. You can search
this archive on FMP for free but you need to be registered to
read them.
We then had a presentation on DNA testing by Michelle Patient.
She reminded us that interpretation of results is constantly
evolving as new discoveries are made. Autosomal tests are for
everyone, the Y-DNA is the paternal line and the Mitochondrial
is the maternal line. An autosomal test covers 4 to 5 generations and is useful for finding matches and relationships in this
range. You will also get ethnicity estimates which can be useful
for telling you where to look. You get a mix of this DNA from
your ancestors which will not be exactly the same as a sibling
has received. Currently Ancestry is the biggest company for
autosomal testing and Michelle suggests that after testing on
Ancestry, other companies will allow you to transfer results
Journal of One-Name Studies, January-March 2018

Her talk centered on the reasons why you might not be able to
find your ancestor in the records. If the person was illiterate
then there is no “correct” spelling of their name. Problems
with name translation from spoken to written form can be
caused by:
Speech: Sounds, vowel letters can cause variations,
mispronunciations, dialect variations and regional accents.
Hearing: Disruptions, first letter omissions, misinterpretation
due to accents, pronunciation of vowels and consonants, sound
glides merging names such as Mary Hancox who was written as
Mary Ann Cox.
Miss-transcriptions: We are all familiar with these and they are
often caused by letters that appear similar in old writing. They
can also occur because some record sets were transcribed by
people whose first language was not English so they may not
recognise English names.
Miss-Indexing: Can be caused by people being indexed under a
second name or can also be due to people using a second name
or a nickname themselves.
It was a very enjoyable weekend with informative and
enjoyable talks, good company with people of similar interests
and a good venue with excellent catering, and I hope we can
do it again next year. n

The 5 Australian Regional Representatives who attended. They are
from left to right in back row, Ann Spiro, North & West; Michelle
Patient, New Zealand. Left to right in front row, David Evans, South
East; Helen Smith, Queensland; Karen Rogers, NSW & ACT. (This
picture again was taken after the close hence the casual attire but
then again we are Aussies and this was a relaxing weekend).

Neville has no registered surname but can be contacted
at neville.bray@one-name.org
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The Pursey Project: the Highways
and By-ways of a One-Name Study
by Nic Pursey (Member 6049)

T

he Pursey Project started, as many one-name studies
do, as a personal research project to track down a
particular family line - in this case my father’s. Initially,
all I had to go on were a couple of roughly drawn trees that
summarized my grandmother’s recollections towards the end
of her life. As particular individuals led me down alleyways
and dead-ends, it became apparent that others had already
trodden some of the very same paths I was treading. It didn’t
take me too long to conclude that most Pursey paths led to
Somerset, and converged on Taunton.
To identify my kin from a fast-growing multitude of other
similarly named individuals, I started by compiling various
trees. Firstly, from Walton and Street (as that was the most
researched), then later Stogumber, Pitminster and West
Buckland and eventually, the rabbit warren inhabited by
the Purseys of Taunton. A colourful collection of Thomases,
Williams, Jameses and Johns, Annas and Hannahs, and Sarahs
and Marys quickly populated a rapidly growing number of
spreadsheets. Some families were relatively easy to track,
never straying too far from their rural roots. Others appeared
fleetingly only to disappear as quickly. I’m sure reader, you
will recognise the frustration.
At an early stage, I was struck by the emergence of a
long-standing but unbroken line running from the mid1500s to the mid-1700s. Not from Somerset but from
Hertfordshire! Many members of this line could read and
write and recognisably signed themselves as Purseys.
(Subsequent research indicates that this line eventually died
out - but like any one-namer worth their salt, I retain an
open mind.) As my collection of trees outgrew their confines,
it became clear that order was the order of the day and the
way forward was to start a formal one-name study. And so
in 2012, the name Pursey was duly registered with the Guild
and ‘The Pursey Project’ came to life. At the time, I believed
(unlike some of my namesakes) that the Purseys had little,
if anything, to do with the historic Percy clan. And so, it
was Pursey alone that was registered - with Purssey, Purse,
Percie, and Persey as variants. It is after all, an unusual name
with a distinctive spelling. How can you get it wrong?
Well, I discovered how soon enough! Here are some of the
offerings I have come across, hiding what have subsequently
turned out to be bona-fide Purseys:
•

Pursy, Pursye, Purzey, Pursy, Purzie

•

Purssey, Purrsey, Parssey, Perssey

•

Parsey, Persey, Pirsey, Porsey, Pursie,

•

Purfey, Purney, Purpey, Purrey, Purvey
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Title photo: George Percy, colonial governor of Virginia by Herbert Luther Smith, Public
domain.

•

Prusey, Pressey

•

Passey, Pussey, Pussy, Pusey

•

Pinsey

•

Pircey, Piercey, Piercy, Pearsey, Pearsy

•

Percy, Percey, Percie, Purcy, Purcie

•

Bursey, Fursey, Tursey, Rursey

•

Purse, Purze, Purs, Pers

•

Pumsey

And if you think some of these are unlikely, then what about
Resley, Russey, Puney, Penny, Pacey, and Bessey? I suspect
this list will by no means prove exhaustive!
In undertaking my study, I wish I could say that I
followed the admirable advice given by the Guild’s ‘Seven
Pillars of Wisdom’ publication. Alas, my approach was and still is - slightly scattergun. However, it does have its
merits and very occasionally, a lightbulb moment throws up an
unlikely
connection
of
two
hitherto
disparate
individuals. And so where are we now? Well, essentially the
Project comprises some seventeen unconnected ‘trees’ of
varying sizes, encompassing the names of Pursey, Persey,
Pursey and Percy. The biggest includes my own forbears from
Pitminster and West Buckland; the smallest, some twentyfive individuals with a short history in Cornwall. Compared
to some, it is not a big study. In total, there are little more
than 2000 individuals including a good number of spouses,
and with a limited geographical spread, it is relatively
manageable. But there are issues. Not least, the
ever-present Percy problem.
As noted earlier, the views of many of my namesakes have
been coloured by history - both written and oral. I would be
rich indeed if a pound were the reward for each time I have
encountered statements such as “family lore claims that
he was a son of this or that Percy” or “distant relatives say
our family is related to the Earls of Northumberland”. But is
there anything in such claims? Not so far - at least, nothing
proven. However, tantalising scraps of information suggest
all is not as it seems. For example, it is generally accepted
that one Robert Percy married Emma Meade in Wiveliscome,
near Taunton in 1615. Accepted too is the fact that he is the
son of Gunpowder Thomas Percy, who does possess all those
sought-after connections to the (in)famous House of Percy.
Robert’s offspring all appear in the Taunton registers. To add
to the intrigue, it is acknowledged that his grandson Francis
Percy of Cambridge might indeed have had a claim on the
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Earldom. Further, T.C Banks, in his 1807 work ‘The Dormant
and Extinct Baronage of England’ admits, “there seems to
be great reason to imagine that an heir to this highly noble
and ancient title is still existing, though probably in some
very humble situation of life”. As the saying goes, there’s no
smoke without fire.
Leaving noble pretensions aside, there are the travelling
Purseys, who started their journeys under one name and
ended them under another. For example, one John Percy
who died in Canada. The inscription on his grave is clear:
“John Percy, Oct. 10, 1872 aged 62 yrs 4 mo. A native of
Somersetshire England.” But I have good reason to believe
that he is John Pursey, b 1808, who married Elizabeth Young
on 19 March, 1832 in Walton, Somerset. Setting sail soon
after they were married, John and Elizabeth’s children, all
born in French Canada were all christened Percy. Similarly,
another Pursey history relates: “I had a great-great Uncle
who changed from Pursey to Percy, reason not clear but one
story is he went from Australia to New Caledonia and they
refused to accept the Pursey spelling.” Some however, hold
the opposite view: that Percy can also be mis-transcribed.
For example, in the 1864 publication ‘Extracts from journals
kept by George Howard, Earl of Carlisle: selected by his
sister, Lady Caroline Lascelles’ the following appears:
“[Lord] L said to-day, when we were talking of the Percy,
“how much there is in spelling, we should think nothing of it
if it was spelt Pursey.”
And what when members of the same family can’t agree?

The marriage record of Alice Pursey and George Jeans in Cardiff.
She signs herself as Pursey while her brother Albert prefers Percy!

Take the marriage in 1899, between Alice Pursey and George
Jeans in Cardiff. In the register all the signatures are very
clear, including witnesses Emily Jeans and Albert Percy. The
bride Alice signs herself Pursey. Her brother Albert? Well,
he pens himself Percy! What chance for those of us trying
to make sense of it all? To add to the general melee, you
have to add Pursseys and Perseys to the mix. The Pursseys
have two distinct and so far separate branches: those from
Stogumber, Somerset and others in Kent. Some family
descendants have since reverted to the Pursey spelling.
Others have chosen to retain the distinctive moniker; for
example, British Commonwealth Games medalist Matthew
Purssey. The Perseys? Well they hail from Devon, where, they
claim, the name has always been spelled with two ‘e’s.
At the level of the individual, my study has had to contend
with more than a few who are just not the person you believe them to be. Take for instance, the grandly titled John
Pursey, Sheriff of Rutherglen, Scotland. In 1851, you can
find him easily living with his wife Elizabeth. Yet trawl the
marriage records and the only Pursey you’ll find is a Daniel,
registered as having married an Elizabeth McCumming in
January 1834. Look at births and Scottish Catholic registers
list a John, born to John and Isabella ‘Pursy’ in 1839 and then
10 years later, a George McKimming Pursey in 1849, again
to John and Isabella. Of course, Elizabeth and Isabella are
Journal of One-Name Studies, January-March 2018

interchangeable
but
what
about the Daniel/
John conundrum?
Dig further and
you’ll find the will
of one Edward
Pursey, sheriff and 1872 entry from the Scottish archives listed
justice of peace, under Edward Pursey. In fact, it details the
inventory of John Pursey otherwise known
Glasgow and wine as Daniel!
and spirit dealer in
Rutherglen. Who he? Well, it turns out to be John of course
- it’s a simple indexing error. More to the point is the
contents of the will: “At Glasgow 12 March 1872 …
Inventory of the personal estate wheresoever situated of …
John Pursey, otherwise Daniel Pursey [!] Sheriff and Justice
of the Peace Officer in Glasgow and Wine and Spirit Dealer in
Rutherglen”. A match, yes, but what a walk round the
houses! And the next of kin? Of course, that would be one
Joseph Pursey, born in Taunton! As I say, all roads lead to
Taunton.
Most frustrating to
the study are those
that intentionally
mislead,
such
as one Thomas
Pursey,
cabinetmaker. Thomas was
born in Taunton in Thomas was born in 1725 in Taunton,
1725 and baptised Somerset. He was entered in the
register as a Pursey but signed off his will as
a Pursey. In 1749, a Percey. His children and grandchildren all
he turns up in subsequently signed themselves as Percy.
Sherborne, Dorset
with wife/partner Rebecca Pitman (their marriage does
not show up in any known registers). Of their children,
Thomas was a Purcy, brothers Thomas Pitman, Joseph, John
and sister Rebecca all Purseys and Daniel finally, a Purcey.
Transcription errors? Possibly. Throughout the Somerset
registers, the Pursey name generally appears as Pursey.
Here in Sherborne, three different variations– all within
the same family. And by the time cabinet-maker Thomas
died in November 1810, he had settled on Percy! A possible
explanation appeared the year previously. In August 1809, a
short item from the Hampshire Chronicle notes:
“A case of considerable importance came on to be
heard at the late Dorchester assizes, wherein Mr Wm
Sherring, President of a Benefit Society at Sherborne,
was Plaintiff, and T Pursey, alias Persey (the elder),
was Defendant; the action was brought to recover from
the Defendant three years pay at 4s per week, which
he had fraudulently received from the Society 21
years since, by producing a copy of the register of his
baptism. The Learned Judge directed the Jury to
return a verdict for the Plaintiff, which they did with
damages, 34l.”
But the name change stuck and Thomas and Rebecca’s
offspring are almost universally noted as Percy in whatever
registers they appear in.
Still, who wants it easy? Pursey or Persey, Pursey or Percy:
it is my hope that the Pursey one-name study will uncover
a great deal more on who is who and how the different
branches are linked. Already, it has made great strides and
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with increasing digitization and DNA testing gaining traction,
that process can only gather pace. Amen to that! n

Join the Pursey DNA project at https://www.familytreedna.
com/group-join.aspx?Group=Pursey

You can access the Pursey Project at http://www.npp.
me.uk/purseyproject/ with an accompanying database at
http://www.npp.me.uk/purseyproject/tngfiles1010/index.
php.

Nic is studying the surname Pursey with variants Percie,
Percy, Persey, Purse, Purssey and can be contacted at
pursey@one-name.org

R

uby One-Name Study

During 2019 the Guild will commemorate its fortieth
birthday. As a member from the southern hemisphere
I was thinking about what activities might bring us together as
the global genealogy society that we are, and help raise the
awareness of Surname research within the broader genealogy
community. I am very pleased that a proposal to a Ruby OneName Study to celebrate our Ruby Anniversary was accepted
by the Guild Committee. The Study will “kick off” in January
2018.
Ruby is planned to be a celebration of our Guild and its
members. It also aims to be fun and educational, in particular,
we hope that those who have yet to register their own ONS will
volunteer, so that they can get their “feet wet” in the world
of ONS research, so to speak, with some hands-on experience
and hopefully gain the knowledge and confidence to register a
study themselves.
In designing this study one of the key considerations was the
very rapidly changing world of Family History research and how
researchers might start an interest in a surname today. The
other factor was tools which would be best suited for members
around the world could volunteer to contribute to the study
and thus more easily work together. As a result, this study will
be mostly internet based, with off-site back-ups and social
media communication.
So how will this study work? Initially the data will be
gathered into one shared tree hosted at Ancestry. A guide for
contributing to Ruby tree branches will be available to those
interested in contributing to this celebration. It will also
include, but not be limited to:

4.

eventually the study will be uploaded to our Members
Website Project and the FamilySearch.org genealogies
section.

A project management team has been established – thanks to
Regional Representatives Karen Rogers (Australia: NSW/ACT),
Peggy Chapman (Canada East) and Tessa Keough (USA West) for
their support and work so far.
Special thanks also to Brad Argent and Jason Reeve from
Ancestry.com.au who agreed to support the Guild of One-Name
Studies with a free, full access, world subscription for this
project, providing us with a suitable research and
tree-hosting platform for collaborating. This will easily
allow various members, wherever they are, to work on the
project. In addition, it offers the study (and hence the Guild)
opportunities to be promoted via Ancestry’s public relations
channels.

What do we know so far?

Historical record numbers of Ruby records in database
collections (excluding tree data) as at 22 June 2017 total
Ancestry 389,412, Findmypast 177,062 and FamilySearch
143, 635.
Ancestry’s records can be broken down into the following
countries:
•

Australia – 4,111

•

Canada – 7,058

•

England – 21,977

•

France – 1,487

•

Germany – 2,036

1.

a blog (Ruby Tuesday) https://rubyonenamestudy.wordpress.com

2.

a Facebook group to attract those with Ruby surname
interests who are not Guild members, https://www.facebook.com/groups/RubySurname/

•

Ireland – 5,008

•

Italy – 1

a Facebook group for volunteers to keep in touch, share
stories, tips, hints, ask questions https://www.facebook.
com/groups/RubyONSVolunteers and

•

Mexico – 16

•

Netherlands – 2

•

New Zealand – 522

3.
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•

Norway – 0

•

Scotland – 4,223

•

Sweden – 19

•

United States – 320,522

•

Wales – 306

Interested in volunteering? If you have a few hours to offer,
we are looking for a range of “workers” to contribute, in
particular if you can help to:
1.

build Ruby tree branches in a country or region where you
have experience in the records (particularly Germany, the
UK and the USA)

2.

visit local archives when look-ups are required

3.

contribute to one-off tasks which will be announced
through the Guild’s media channels.

If you would like to volunteer or know more about this study,
please email us at ruby@one-name.org

References

[1] Surnames by Ernest Weekley MA pub. 1916
(SoG Ref: TB/SUR/20) page 158.
[2] “...German of course has many jewel surnames, but they
are usually Jewish and of modern adoption. Our Ruby, Rubey is
local, of Roubaix [Hubert de Ruby, Cal. Gen.] -[3] “Le marchant de Ruby ne pouvoit vendre sa marchandise
audit pays de Flandres” (Desposition of Bernard de Vignolles,
temp. Henry VII.).”
[4] Cal. Gen abbrev.: 1216-1307 Calendarium Genealogicum,
for the Reigns of Henry III. and Edward I.
[5] Surname Book and Racial History, Susan Young Gates editor
pub 1918 (SoG Ref: TB/SUR/26) page 529.
[5] Rubbie, Ruby-D., Rubow; Dch; Rube; G., Rubie; Fr., Ruby;
Fr., Roubaix; of Jewish adoption.
[6] Hubert de Ruby, Cal Gem., “Le Marchant de Ruby, of
Flanders, Henry VII.”

Michelle Patient, Ruby ONS Project Leader and GOONS New
Zealand Regional Representative. n

H

ave No Internet? Can the Guild Help?
By Peter Copsey MCG – Library Team

The Guild has a very few members who appear not
to have access to or use the Internet. Our database show
that fifty-three members have not supplied us with an email
address. Not all of these will have no access to the Internet;
some will prefer to keep their email address confidential, but
there will be some members who do not use the internet. They
will generally be members who have been with the Guild for
many years, although our Helpdesk answered an enquiry very
recently from a prospective new member who wanted to join
and register a name but had no internet connection.
For most of us, we find it hard to imagine researching a Name
without the Internet or being unable to communicate by
email. Some of us, when we began our one-name study many
years ago before the age of the computer, will remember our
first record keeping attempts on card indexes and the like, the
author being one of them. But for most the card index has long
been abandoned. Computer databases and the Internet have
transformed everything.
This little article reaches out to the few who do not have
Internet and reminds them of a long-forgotten service
we offer. Many years ago we purchased several thousand
Findmypast credits at a significantly reduced rate on the
condition that they be used only to help Guild members
without internet. These members are, obviously, unable to
purchase a Findmypast subscription or to make use of the
facilities offered by Findmypast. The credits are still there,
having been renewed at each time of expiry.
The Library Team offers look-ups on Findmypast for those Guild
members without Internet. Requests should be sent to me:
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Peter Copsey, Library Team
86 Scrub Rise,
Billericay,
Essex CM12 9PE
and include a stamped addressed envelope. Those members
showing an interest in using this look-up service will be sent
a summary of the number of hits found for their registered
name by various categories. The next step will be to identify
the records of which the member wants details. The Library
Team will not necessarily supply all the information requested
and certain criteria will be imposed, in particular whether it is
practicable to visit a Record Office to obtain the information.
The Library Team must limit the amount of information
supplied. Otherwise we run the risk of almost performing the
one-name study ourselves. Information supplied must be to
supplement what the member has already obtained.
Members without Internet are likely to be unaware what
Findmypast has to offer. This article is not the place to
explain this but we would recommend that members visit their
local library where the information may be available. Indeed,
some public libraries have subscriptions to Ancestry and/or
Findmypast and members are encouraged to use these instead
of requesting the Guild for help. However, we appreciate
that using a computer may be too daunting for some, making
written requests to the Guild a preferred option. n

Are you ready for DNA?

Simply write to Susan Meates at dna@one-name.
org. You will receive a complete setup project, that
you can modify, along with an easy to follow 20step Getting Started email and a sample recruiting
email and letter.
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From a Single Name – Beginnings of
an Italian One-Name Study
by Julie Goucher, Member 3925)

G

rowing up I became very aware that my family history
was a bit like a see-saw bearing non-equal weight. Heavy
at one end representing my maternal side, about whom
I knew huge amounts whilst details from my paternal side was
short on data. Of course, as a child I never questioned it, it
was simply the way it was, but as I got older and more curious
I began to question and question. Eventually I really wanted to
understand my identity and explore that non-British element
of my life and that of my heritage.

because of rural communities, where the pool of suitable
people to marry is greatly reduced. Of course when you have
lived in a narrow geographical area then you are likely to be
connected to everyone else. As there was such a problem
obtaining records I started mass extractions from the Sutera
records when the opportunity presented itself. As we all know,
there is nothing more frustrating than needing to see a record
that you cannot access or having to be patient until you can
do so.

To do this I needed an understanding of researching Italian
ancestry and the importance of knowing the actual town:
knowing that is vital to research success. Luckily, I knew the
town and without it I would have been totally snookered. I
asked family members questions and more questions and
gradually I scoped out a family tree. There were branches of
the family that had left Sicily and migrated, not just as my Dad
did when he came to England in the early 1960s but earlier and
some of those lines went to the United States. There was also
not just those that migrated, but those who migrated for a
period and then returned home. Even when they had left Sicily
with plans of never returning the ties with the family remained.
As I established those facts I found myself continually asking
the question ‘Why?’ Suddenly I was hooked on understanding
that half of me. It wasn’t until years and years later when I
was involved in an exchange with a colleague that someone
said to me, ‘You are not thinking with your English Brain!’
They suggested I read “Watching the English: The Hidden
Rules of English Behaviour” by Kate Fox. I had been on many
management courses and undertaken the Myers-Briggs
understanding of oneself and become aware that my Italian
heritage had defined me. In a room of English folk, I can feel
very Italian and yet in a room filled with Italian family I feel
very Anglo.

My One-Place Study of Sutera and One-Name Study of Orlando
are hugely connected for all the reasons I have already raised
here. Now, a good 25 years on, I need to organise the material
into a more robust system. In the early part of 2017 I added
Orlando to the Members Website Project, opting to use TNG
(The Next Generation). As part of that, I will be merging
sections of the two studies because of the severe, almost
chronic, amount of overlapping in my personal family history.
In fact, there is so much overlapping and repeating of the
same surnames that I get quite excited when a new one enters
my research! Essentially my personal Italian family history is
only to be found in Sutera with some strands that went to the
United States, especially Louisiana, Alabama and New York;
and of course, England and several other European countries.

In those early days, long before Google and the Internet,
accessing Italian records was problematic. There was a
huge lack of availability of records. To feed my genealogical
habit I focused on the Italian surname of Orlando in the UK.
There is a large Italian community of around 4,000 people in
Woking. Surrey. I was curious as to what the catalyst was for
the formation of that community. Were the Italians there from
one region or an assortment? By 2002 I had collated a mass of
Italian and Orlando material. I was already in discussions with
several others about the formation of the Anglo Italian FHS
(http://anglo-italianfhs.org.uk/) and as I was sure that I was
always going to have an interest in the Orlando name. I joined
the Guild and registered the surname.

As a Guild member I commit to making my study global and for
me It has been that way since the very beginning because of
the nature of the surname, and the geographical location of
myself and migration of my personal family.

The town where my Sicilian family has lived for generations
is Sutera in the Caltanissetta region of the island. I soon
realised that whereas my maternal side had roots deeply in the
area where Surrey, Sussex and Hampshire meet with the same
surnames appearing repeatedly, the same had happened
in Sutera. I drew the conclusion that the similarities were
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Naturally the Orlando study is so much more than my
family history. Clearly there is a huge amount of data in Italy
and as you might expect, given the amount of migration to
the United States, there are many, many references there.
Orlandos can be found across Europe and there is also a large
Italian community in Argentina. I discovered quite recently
Orlando material in both Tunisia and Algeria which were French
colonies, not too surprising given their geographical closeness
to Sicily.

If I reflect, the Orlando Study began from a single name as
indeed most of our studies did. I am currently working back
on my own family so that I can upload to TNG my Italian line
with all the certificates and other evidence. That will probably
take another three months or so, then I will begin focusing
on the material in my One-Name Study, that currently sits in
two drawers of my filing cabinet because not all my records
are currently computerised. The aim is to make the complete
study available via the website and I finally, truly understand
the statement made by Mike Spathaky from his Journal article,
“The website IS the One-Name study” which appeared in the
Volume 12, Issue 1, January-March 2015 (http://one-name.
org/members/journal/pdfs/vol12-1.pdf). The reality is that I
shall have joined my ancestors before the study is even
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remotely “finished” and I used that word loosely as it will of
course never be finished.
To research in Italy in addition to knowing the exact place the
family came from I recommend several things to bear in mind,
all of which build solid foundations for Italian ancestry.
•

Understand the history of the country and the culture,
especially during the period when your ancestors were
there.

•

Why migration from some areas was the only means of
sustaining a reasonable way of life.

•

Understand the importance of religion and religious
festivals to Italian communities.

•

Become familiar with the naming patterns, because whilst
it is not absolute, it can help if you are looking for a record
on FamilySearch and are not having success. Typically, the
first son is named after the paternal grandfather, the first
daughter the paternal grandmother, the second son the
maternal grandfather and the second daughter after the
maternal grandmother.

•

Then there is the language, early church records are
written in Latin and civil records are written in Italian.
The Italian alphabet has fewer characters with the letters
I & J interchangeable, but it is still possible, even with
zero Italian to understand the basic facts of a document.
Family Search has some rudimentary Italian language
guidance and practice material on their website https://
www.familysearch.org/ask/learningViewer/87

A single man migrating to the United States and planning to
settle there longterm typically entailed that a marriage took
place in the United States with the bride probably of Italian
descent, potentially from another part of Italy, or was another
immigrant from countries such as Ireland where there was
perhaps also a shared religious faith. Otherwise they married
in Sutera and took their bride with them or sent for them
later. Those who established themselves in the United States
typically had the intention of naturalising which was costly, but
to do so gave them more rights. Many men married and left
their wives behind and sent money home, eventually rejoining
the family in Sutera. This was discussed in a thesis by Linda
Reeder, who subsequently published her research in, Widows
in White, published by the University of Toronto in 2003 (ISBN
0802085253). What is worth mentioning is that when the United
States began restricting migration from southern Europe from
about 1919 many Italians (and Greeks) looked to Australia. I
have two family members who migrated to the United States.
A younger brother had his plans interrupted by the first world
war. By the time he could join his brothers he was unable to.
The options were to stay in Sutera or look elsewhere: the
younger brother migrated to Australia.
Italian records provide a great deal of information. One key
piece of information is that women retain their birth name,
even after marriage. Records show not just the details
relating to the event, but also as you might expect the
parents, including full names of both parents. Depending on
how prevalent a name is, the record might also include other
information as a way of providing clarity to the overall record.
That information might be a place or the name of the father,
especially if it is used to distinguish one person apart from the
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rest of an extended family group, perhaps there are four men
with the same first and surname in the same generation due
to the naming patterns. Also, a ‘detto’ might be used. A detto
is more than a nickname. It is a name that is used in addition
to the main surname, but is not a hyphenated name. Dettos
are used in official records which is not typical of nicknames
and a detto is often used across more than one generation. As
migration occurs what was a Detto in Italy potentially can be
either seen as a middle name or is even become hyphenated.
We have moved a long way in the accessibility of records for
Italy and Sicily and it occurs to me that it might be useful to
explain what material is online and how I use a combination
of those locations. FamilySearch https://www.familysearch.
org has the records indexed but none of the digitised documents, for at least for the region I am working with which is
Caltanissetta. There are digitised copies at this excellent site,
Antenati, which translates as Ancestors http://antenati.san.
beniculturali.it so with the help of FamilySearch which gives
you the certificate number it is possible to obtain the actual
record. You can search by surname and town. If you use Google
Chrome and have it set to translate it does something very
strange to the translation so switch back to the original and
you will be able to spot the Communi easily. Some records are
also online at ancestry.com and depending on the province,
the dates for the records vary. For Caltanissetta they begin
at 1866 and are not indexed and there only a basic search
function, so again use a combination of Ancestry and FamilySearch. You do need access to a world account with Ancestry,
but the records display whether you, login via Ancestry.com
or Ancestry.Italia https://www.ancestry.it/ I tend to use the
Italia site because it’s search function is better displayed. If
you are interested in seeing some of the Orlando figures at
Ancestry, you can see some at this webpage http://one-name.
org/getting-started-with-a-one-name-study/ which several of
us worked on in the Spring of 2016. The figures are not exact
but they are indicative of the scale of the study and reflect
migration patterns.
I keep my Study in two parts. I have my raw data such as GRO
material from FreeBMD and wills from The National Archives in
an Excel spreadsheet. What took me three years to download
from St Catherine’s took about five minutes from FreeBMD! At
the point of processing the material I add it to my genealogical
software, which is Roots Magic. Uploading the material to the
website is easy; it is the simple download of a GEDCOM and
the upload of the same GEDCOM to the website which sits on
the Guild servers. I keep my photographs and certificates in
separate folders and then upload the media separately,
choosing to make the links from the image or certificate to the
individual in the database manually.
If the individual is in the database then I have either a
certificate, genealogical record, photograph or a screen
capture to accompany the individual. In some cases, if I
don’t have a certificate or the documentation, but one is now
available, I can easily obtain one to include. At that point the
individual is added to the database. Source citations are not
always listed in the database, but I do have a note of where
the material came from. I am gradually making sure that there
is a citation either in the database as a source or the source is
recorded with the image. In some cases, the citation is in both
places. The important thing is that if someone had to follow
the evidence they could easily do so.
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I have a set way of working that is easy for me to follow, but
other Guild members work in different ways. This is not a
case of one size fits all! What I personally struggled with was
having unconnected people in my database, a series of
random Orlandos if you will. This is why part of my study is
not in the database and some material is still in paper format.
Overtime, it became more comfortable and I am gradually
working my way through the body of data built up over the
years. Ultimately the entire study will be on the website with
regular updates and I can reclaim those two drawers in the
filing cabinet!
My study has evolved over time; from the pre-internet days
with notebooks filled with transcriptions along with notes
of what to look for and pencil drawn trees which helped
me think, to the modern internet era. I do still routinely
make notes, transcriptions, record ideas and pencil draw

genealogical trees. Revisiting the earlier obtained
material means that I can establish that I have not overlooked
any snippet of information.
Have you researched in Italy? If you are interested in Surnames
in Italy, then please feel free to get in touch. Perhaps you
have an Italian or other European surname in mind but always
thought it was going to be difficult. Begin, because once you
do, the rest is easy. n
Julie is studying the surnames Butcher, Orlando (with
variants Orlanda and Orlande) and Worship (with variants
Worshipe, Worships and Wurship) and can be contacted
at orlando@one-name.org

Code of Good Practice and Etiquette
by Stephen Daglish, Guild Vice-Chairman

T

he Guild has published a new document and hope it
will help members to assess their studies and their
interaction with other Guild members and the wider
public.
The document can be viewed in the Members’ area on the Guild
website – you need to be logged in to view it. If you would
prefer a paper copy, please contact the Registrar: http://onename.org/members/Code of Good Practice and Etiquette.pdf
The new document complements the Guild publication
“Seven Pillars of Wisdom – The Art of One-Name Studies” and
“Responding to Enquiries”, and will eventually be incorporated
into the new Members’ Handbook currently in preparation.
It remains true that the Guild does not require members to
follow any particular research method or to progress a study to
any measured timetable – but we think that members may find
some useful suggestions in the new document. Here are a few
of the points discussed:

Are your contact details up to date?

One of the main reasons for non-response to enquiries is because member contact details are out of date – in particular,
a change of email address or postal address. Your contact details can be updated via the Guild website in the My Details
section or, in case of difficulty, contact the Registrar.

How can you show appreciation of help from
other members?
Guild members are generally a friendly bunch, who enjoy
sharing tips with other members – but there have been some
complaints about lack of courtesy. We are very keen that
members should always be polite to fellow members and to
the wider public. We may not always agree on everything –
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but should be ready to see other points of view and to give
the benefit of the doubt.
If another member sends you information that helps your
study, please acknowledge it. Where a member has provided
information that is helpful, please show them as the source
and credit the contribution.

Can you benefit from working with other
researchers?
One-Name studies offer scope for collaboration with others
in many different ways. For larger studies this might be a
team of researchers or helpers, but smaller studies can also
benefit from help from others. This approach may not be
for everyone – we know that many members conduct their
research on their own and are happy with this – but please
consider whether your study could benefit by opening it up
to other interested researchers. You may also be able to help
others, or share information where study names overlap, for
example through marriage.

Are you keeping up to date with latest
developments?
As your study develops, it can be useful to have some checklists to help keep up to date with your study, the Guild and
also with wider details, such as the availability of new online
resources and research techniques.
The document lists things such as steps to maintain good
record-keeping, keeping details about your study updated and
setting some targets to ensure the continuing development of
your study.
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What happens if you can no longer develop
your study?
One-name studies tend to be long-term, even lifetime
commitments, and the amount of time that we can devote
to them at any point can be influenced by other events in
our lives.
Sometimes we may find ourselves in a situation where we are
unable to develop our study. If you find that you are unable
to continue with your study on a temporary basis, and need
to take a break, please let the Registrar know. If this is for
the longer term, please consider preserving your study and
de-registering it so that you can let others develop it further.

Are you preserving your study adequately?

Guild members put an enormous amount of time, energy
and expense into their studies. We encourage members to
plan for the future and to consider ways to ensure that our
work is preserved in our lifetime and to consider making
arrangements for what should happen to it if we are unable
to continue or after our death.
To help with this, the Guild offers several options for
preservation of studies, both physical and digital, and would
be pleased to offer guidance. If there is no-one to take over

G

your study, the Guild can archive your study materials to ensure
your work is preserved and available to future researchers.
There are also options on the website to show bequest
details, such as contact name and/or genealogical next of kin,
any bequest details and to specify what should happen to any
study Profile page and DataStore (Archive) material. Under My
Details, go to Edit study details and select Bequest details from
the Change Your Details menu.

Enjoy your study!

This was summed up by our Webmaster, Kim Baldacchino, in
a recent post on the Web Forum. Kim wrote:
“Keep your study fun. Concentrate on the things that we
enjoy. There are zillions of ways to build new knowledge
about surnames and it is the enjoyment part that keeps
us willing to put such an astounding amount of time and
effort into our studies.”
Our thanks go to a number of Guild members who reviewed
a draft of this document and contributed comments and
suggestions, many of which have been included in the final
version.
If you have any comments or questions, please contact Susan
Hundleby (Registrar), or myself. n

eographic survey –

and Argentina with 19.

The results are in – and we are blanketing
the world!

Exotica

The survey on the geography of members’ studies closed at the
end of October. The responses gave a lot of useful data that
will take some time to fully analyze – but in the meantime,
here is a short interim report.
We had 491 members complete the survey, representing 515
studies that had researched in 99 countries. This means that
about a sixth of our membership participated with membership
numbers ranging from #3 to #7795. Thank you to all who took
the time to complete the survey.
I live in the United States and, I am repeatedly told when I go
to events that the Guild is only for UK names. I know this is
not the case but had no proof I could use. This survey shows
that we have spread our studies across the globe. There now
is proof.

Countries being researched in studies

The top baker’s dozen of countries as part of studies were:
First tier: England (494 studies), USA (423), Australia (380),
Canada (301) and New Zealand at 221. These all garnered more
than a quarter of the members.
Second tier: South Africa (115 studies), Scotland (112), Ireland,
including Northern Ireland (101), Wales (94), France (59),
Germany (58), India (33) and Netherlands at 31. Although in
the top 13 countries (the “big 13”) these had much lower
mentions.
The remaining countries mentioned were between one mention
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Some members have been finding their surnames in the
places of dreams – Aruba, Belize, Belarus, Brazil. Cayman
Islands, Cook Islands, Egypt, Fiji, Iceland, Montserrat,
Seychelles, St. Helena, Tonga, Tunisia, Singapore, St. Kitts.
Maybe your study should ‘take a vacation’ and visit one of
these destinations. Just to see what is there. It might be a
cousin.

Countries of origin of surnames

The top country for origins was England with 355 out of
551 studies, second was France at 53, Scotland at 44 and
Germany at 37. Belgium, Ireland and the Netherlands also
had multiple mentions. All of these look to be good places to
examine for origins for your name if you haven’t determined
one yet or if you suspect multiple origins.

Problem countries for research

274 of you reported problems researching in one or more
countries. The top problem country for research problems
was South Africa, followed by Ireland, USA, Australia,
Germany, Canada, New Zealand and France. 239 went on to
explain what the problem was. The main problems mentioned
were ‘they don’t have the type of records that I’m used to’,
followed by not knowing the language, cost, and unavailability
of records online.

Offers of help

The survey has uncovered(sic)over 140 members who are
willing to help others with research in a given country.
Fortunately, some of them have expertise in countries where
others are having difficulty. This is great. We have some
known country problems and we have people that can help
with them --love it.
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The United States and Canada were the two countries with
the highest number of members looking for help – but ----- the
number of available helpers exceeds the requests. That is
fantastic.
We can work with marketing and education to look at ways of
using the results, and how we can assist members with their
research. For example, we now know some countries that are
of special interest, like South Africa, and can perhaps create
some seminars or you-tube videos that will address how to
work with records from those countries.

The Numbers

Remember that we had 491 respondents, which means a
quartile is about 122. We also had 13 “popular” countries.
19 respondents with membership numbers below 7400 are
currently only studying one country, England. We had 14
respondents that were studying thirteen or more countries, 51
at ten or more.
Countries Studied
Quartile 1

4 countries

Quartile 2

6 countries

Quartile 3

7 countries

Quartile 4

40 countries

The world tour guide is Gene Prescott with over 40. He has
definitely been getting around and working it! Our Median
value is 6 Studies and that is also the Mode.

Opinions and Closure

Members love answering opinion questions and 239 of you
did just that on Question 9, 149 on Question 14 and 56 on
Question 13. The responses are going to be grouped, studied
and used to help plan further actions. This will take a while
and the report on the comments will be released at a later
date.
I want to close with a thought. I am fully aware that there are
surnames that never left their valley but, compared to when
the Guild started nearly 40 years ago, it is now relatively easy
to check records from all parts of the globe. So, if you haven’t
already done it, take look at some of the other places that
your fellow members have researched and see if your surname
pops up. You may find a little independent pod of them from a
prodigal son or even an entirely separate origin of the name.
There are a lot of people out there - and some just might have
your name.
Thank you again and let’s have even more participation on the
next survey

Your Survey team:

Marie Byatt, Stephen Daglish, W. Paul Featherstone, Tessa
Keough, John Lisle, and special member Kim Baldacchino. n

News from the Guild Website
by Kim Baldacchino (Guild Webmaster, Member 5434)

S

incerest thanks for your patience and support as we
dealt with a major website issue in October caused by
an upgrade done by our hosting company. The website is
now back to normal operation and we are investigating how
to minimise the risk of this situation recurring.

Recent Additions

The Look-up and Offers of help (previously Random Acts of
Genealogical Kindness) services have been reorganised and
are now available on the ‘Resources’ menu under ‘Guild
Services’. You are encouraged to see what’s on offer through
the Look-up service and to make your own offers through the
Offers for Help service.

Some Little Tips

Even though the legacy portion of our website had issues in
October due to the upgrade, the WordPress site continued
to operate well through this period and we experienced our
highest monthly volume ever with over 17,000 unique users.
Please remember that the ‘Surname Search’ is the most
popular feature on our website and, if you want to attract
the people who visit our site, the best way to do so is to
have a Profile Page. There are text and video instructions
for setting up your page on the ‘Help’ menu under ‘Other
Website help’. If you have any questions, our Members’
Profiles Administrator Karen Burnell can be contacted at
frontdesk-profiles@one-name.org.

Have you noticed the new Modern Newspaper Index on the
Guild Indexes page? Tens of thousands of obituaries and other
entries have been compiled over many decades primarily
from English newspapers. Guild member Julie Goucher has
now been able to share this work done by her mother with all
visitors to our website. See if your surname features.

On the Horizon

Members are already taking advantage of the new website
feature to change their preference from mailed journal to
an online journal. See ‘Change My Details’ on the ‘Member’
menu. Go green!

Kim Baldacchino & Ken Mycock
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While work continues on the web migration, the next few
months will primarily focus on some obsolescence issues
that we need to address. Technology moves on quickly and
falling behing endangers the smooth functioning of our
online service. n
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Forthcoming Seminars
Accidents Will Happen Seminar

12 May 2018
Trade and Industry
#GuildTrade
This seminar will focus on the
history of various trades, especially
in the Sunderland area, and the
possible sources for employee
information. We have speakers
arranged on the subjects of glass
manufacture, shipbuilding and coal
mining.

Abberley Village Hall,
Clows Top Road,
Abberley, Worcestershire,
WR6 6AZ
09:30 am for 10:00 am, Saturday 24 February 2018

Venue: The National Glass Centre,
Liberty Way, Sunderland, Tyne and
Wear, SR6 0GL

Abberley Village Hall

14 July 2018
Across the Water

Railway lorry accidents

Programme
09:30 – 10:00

Registration and Coffee

10:00 - 10:10

Welcome to the Seminar - Jackie Depelle

10:10 - 11:05

Accident Reports/Health & Safety Records - Helen Ford,
Modern Records Centre, University of Warwick

11:05 - 11:15

Comfort Break

11:15 - 12:10

Shipwrecked! Ancestors Lost at Sea - Dr Simon Wills

12:10 - 13:10

Lunch Break

Venue:
National
Waterways
Museum, South Pier Road, Ellesmere
Port, Merseyside, CH65 4FW

13:10 - 14:05

Coroner’s Records - Dr Kathleen Chater

14:05 - 14:15

Comfort Break

14:15 - 15:10

Railway Work, Life & Death - Dr Mike Esbester, University
of Portsmouth & National Railway Museum

6 October 2018
DNA

15:10 - 15:35

Tea Break

15:35 - 16:30

How DNA Ruined my Family Tree - Dr Geoff Swinfield

#GuildDNA

16:30 - 16:35

Close of Seminar

#GuildCanal
The venue is ideal for this subject
and we have assembled specialist
speakers on canals, waterways,
their buildings and the families who
worked on them. This seminar will
appeal to all serious genealogists as
well as one-namers.

Time flies and it is now over two
years since our last DNA seminar
in Cheltenham. We will gather
our DNA specialists together in a
different area of the country and
will be revisiting the basics of
DNA testing as well as looking at
the latest techniques in this fast
moving area of genealogy.
Venue:
Beauchamp
College,
Ridgeway, Oadby, Leicestershire,
LE2 5TP.

Seminar cost, including refreshments and buffet lunch, is £19.00. Abberley is 12
miles north-west of Worcester and easily reached from M5 junction 5 (13.8 miles) or
junction 6 (14.2 miles).

We would like to ensure that any
disabled delegate can participate
fully in this event. Anyone with
any special requirements should
telephone the Guild Help Desk on
0800 011 2182 or email seminarbooking@one-name.org

Bookings close 11 February 2018. All
bookings will be confirmed by email,
with full joining instructions, on or
soon after this date.
For more information look under the
Events tab at http://one-name.org or
phone the Guild Help Desk Tel: 0800
011 2182
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by W. Paul Featherstone (Member 2627)

M

ore than twenty years ago, I was in contact with a
lady, who told me she could take my Featherstone’s
back to 1560, which rather put a dent in my own
family research, when we eventually met up, she showed
me her extensive research into the Featherstone’s of
North Yorkshire with a sources list in word that stretched
to fifty-seven pages of main one-line entries. And twentysix different family tree’s many of which went back to the
same root tree as mine.
She expressed the desire to get this research published, but
thought that the amount of information that kept arriving
in her post box, that it would be out of date before a book
was in print. She had three other researchers who contributed information, which expanded the source fields with
extracts from Parish registers and census entries, this was
way before anything was on the internet.
She had also explored the family connected to Featherstone
Castle in Northumberland. I suggested with all her contacts
maybe we could publish a newsletter and form a One-Name
Society, which would allow us to update her research as it
developed. So we did this toward the end of 1996.
W. Paul is studying the surname
Featherstone with variants Featherson,
Featherston, Featherstun, Fetherston,
Fetherstone and can be contacted at

featherstone@one-name.org
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Guild member Paul Featherstone (6375) behind a Featherstone
Best Bitter beer pump.

A DNA project was started in 2004 to try and give some insight
into the origins of the name. We started on the presumption
that the name may have come from Featherstone Castle in
Northumberland but first results indicate that this may not be
true. More work is needed to draw any conclusions. n
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